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FRANKFORT - State 'Tran-
sportation Secretary Calvin G. Grayson
has announced that Calloway County •
syill receive $133,055 in county road aid
money during the coming fiscal year,
s beginning
Grayson said that the money will be
spent for maintenance along some 322
miles Of Calloway County roads. The
:ipproved mileage includes 169.3 miles
if blacktop and 153.2 miles of gravel..
-roads.
Maintenariee Work' 'authorized-under--
the new 1977-78 fiscal year program will
. be carried out by the state's Beau of
Highways and the Callowar'ftunty -
Fiscal Court.
The County Road Aid Program was
.established in 1936 to help • local
government meet- the costs of main-
taining their county road systems.
/t is funded under a formula which
provides that nine-tenths of one cenr
collected in tax on the Sale of each
gallon of motor fuel sold in Kentucky be
set aside for allocation to county road




The Calloway County Jail is one of
two such facilities in the state to receive
federal grant money for upgrading its
_
Local officials reported a grant of
$4,000 made through the Kentucky
Crime Commission. Most of the tnoney
is federal, with a portion of it coming
from state sources, and a very smalls
amount of _local money, ecording to
Judge Robert 0. Miller..
Plans call for upgrading the lighting
systems, plumbing systems, and
several safety. improvements to protect





Miss Lisa K. Outland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Outland, 223S: 16th
St., -has been selected as one of ap-
protdmately 1,300 winners of corporate-
sponsored four-year Merit Scholarships
according to the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation (NMSC) of
Evanston, Ill.,
Miss Outland, a member ' of the
Murray High Band, was selected this
week to the National Honor Society at
MHS.
The W. F. Goodrich scholarship
.award received-by Miss Outland i.-s part
of a comprehensive 'aid to higher
education program provided by the
company, which has participated as a
Merit Program sponsor for over 20
years.
Miss Outland has listed her field of
study as pre-veterinary medicine. She
received a Certificate of Accom-





Scholarships are spetified for Merit
Program Finalists who meet
preferential criteria established by the
sponsors, according to NMSCI
In addition to the .winners named in
this announcement, two other major
announcements of Merit Scholars will
be made in 1977. On April 20, 1,000
winners of national Merit $1,000
scholarships will he announced
nationwide; ea-on April 27, NMSC will-
release the names of about 1,500
students being offered college-
sponsored four-year Merit Scholar-
ships. '
inside today
I fl Our 98th Year 'Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon. April 7. 1977
Maurice H. Ryan, center, was recognized in a special ,expression of, ap-
preciation for the longest tenure of service on. the Board of-Directors of the
Kentucky School Boards Association at a recent board meeting. Dr. Clay
Parks, right, KSBA president, said Ryan had the longest tenure of any current
member and also the longest tenure in the history of KSBA. Ryan started his
tenure-on the KSBA Board in 1961 after his election as chairman of the First
Regional School Board Association. He Was later elected to the Executive
Committee and served for four years. In 1965 Ryan was elected KSBA vice-
president, serving two years, in 1967 elected as president, serving two years,
and in 1971 elected to the Executive Committee as a Director-at Large, serving_
two three-year terms. Dr. Parks said that 'Ryan has served this association
either as an,officer orArector for sixteen successive years and in recognition
of this long tenure, and in appreciation for his dedicated selvice to.KSBA and
to the public schools in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Mr. Ryarrls presen-
ted a plaque for his outstanding service." On the left is Maurice Bement,
,Executive Secretary, KSBA.
'Up With People' To
Be Presented at MR)
"Their impact is electric, In-
stantaneous. They do not ease into their
performance with a gentle- warm-tip;
they ignite it in a burst of musical
combustion."
That's how one reviewer has
described the two-hour musical, Up
;With People, which will be brought to
the Murray State • University
Fieldhouse at 8:00 p. m. on Tuesday,
April 12, by the Murray Student
Activities COUrteik , _ •
The Up With People -show is an en-
tertaining two hours of music and
dancing which includes a broad range
of contemporary and traditional
material baclied by an instrumental
seCtion of guitars, percussion, piano
and brass.
• During the past year,.the five touring
casts of Up With People have been seen
by over one million people in 575
communities across the United States
and abroad. Recent performances
include the Kentucky Derby, the In-
dianapolis 500 and the featured half-
time entertainment at Super Bowl X.
The show is staged and produced
every summer during an intensive one-
month training period, under the
direction of professiona4e on the Up
With People staff.
Approximately 450 young people
from 16 countries are currently
traveling with Up With People. They
represent a cross section of ecoaomic
backgrounds and ethnic origins.
The acceptance of applicants is based
on personal interviews conducted
throughout the year. About .700 people
apply monthly. One in 18 is finally
accepted.
During its 12 year history, 4,000 young
men and women have lived in almost
40,000 homes and have performed in 36
countries on six continents. •
The performers do their own stage
work, promotion, day-to-day logistics,
and may work on college credits with
the-University of Arizona or through a
p,rogram of independent study projects.
Up With People is an international,
nonprofit, educational organization
with offices in Tucson, Arizona;
Brussels, Belgium; and Caracas,
Venezuela.
The organization endeavors in
M.C. Garrott checks out the world of C.B. radio in
today's installment of Garrott's Galley. on Page Five, the
Opinion Page.
•
It's a life, a war, two days stranded in a roadside
restaurant because a snowstorm has closed all the roads.
It's the life of a basketball recruiter, and Sports Editor
Mike Brandon his the local angle on Page Seven.
clear
Thar and mild tonight. Mostly
sunny end mild on Fri'day. Lows
tonight in tl* low to mid 40s.
Highs Friday in the low to mid












Classifieds , 12, 13,14, 15
Deaths & Funerals • 16
establish a unique format. for com-
mimkatien and interaction between
people of different cultures,
nationalities; ages and points of view.
While demanding from its par-
ticipants their very best, it gives them
invaluable experience in com-
munication, leadership and respon-
sibility.
The New York Times put it this way,
"Up With People's Message is simple.
People_Ar.T_whet matter. And that's
idea 'worth celebrating."
Living accomOdations are still-
needed for some cif-the show's cast,
according to Ronald Bullock and
Pennie Carlston,- project coordinators.
Anyone willing to allow e_member_or__
--members of the cast to stay in .their
home on April 11 and 12 should contact






WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government said today that wholesale
in-iCes Mere/seed 1.1 per cent in March.
the second' big monthly increase in a
row and much worse than expected.
The irtcrease was sure to fuel
demands that the Carter
administration take steps to counter a
growing threat of a new inflationary
surge in the economy.
-The March increase followed a
wholesale price risepf nine-tenths of a
ker Cent in -Fehritary and was the
largest monthly rise since October of
1975.
Although prices of farm products left
the price surge with a 2.5 per cent in-
crease, the most alarming danger
signal in the price report was an eight-
tenths of a per cent increase in prices of
industrial commodities, up from a SA-
tenths of a per cent increase in
February.
Economists look to rices of in
dustrial goods as giving the best picture
of underlying inflationary trends
There were sharply higher prices
during the month for metals and meta'
products, textiles, apparel and trar
sportation equipment.
• The- Labor Department said prices
also turned up for lumber and wood
products, -rubber and plastic products
following declines in February.
Price trends at the wholesale leve:
are eventually passed along to thi
consumer at least in part, since the
--reprEgerrt-higher costs to-businesse -
that produce the goods consumers buy.
If continued for., a 12-month period
the March increase in wholesale prices
would result in an over-all incteese of
13 per cent for the year, well into the
feared double-digit., range for inflation .
Wholesale prices had increased 6.8 per
cent for the 12-month period ending ir
March.
The Labor Department's wholesal.
price index stood in March at 191.9 pe-
cent, meaning that goods priced at $11'
See PRICES,
Page 16; Column Three





President Carter declared five more
Eastern Kentucky. counties disaster
'areas today as record floodwaters
threatened further destruction along
the.Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy River.
The President added Breathitt,
Lawrehee, Knott; Magoffin and Letcher
to -the list of 10 counties included his
earlier declaration after the :floods
killed five, ditoie-thousancts from their
homes, and created property- damage
pp to $100 million. -
A congressional delegation, and a
White • House aide, inspected the
ravaged. areas Wednesday -then
returned to Washington to make their
report,. . • •
Prior to the trip. Gov. Julian Carroll
had allied for federal aid in Harlan,
rike, Bell, Knox, Whitley, Floyd,
Johnson, Martin, _Perry and Leslie
counties. :
The governor joined Sens. Walter
Huddleston and Wendell Ford and_ .
• Reps. Carl Perkihs and Tim Lee Carter
on the tour Wednesday. Also along were
7 officials of .the Army' Corps of
Engineers, the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration i FDAA
• and Walter Kallaur; Carter's liaison ---
withthe IDAA,. .
Thomas Credle, regional FDAA
director, has been appointed to .coor-
dinate the federal relief effort, officials
'said. _
-We saw a lot of very serious flooding
conditions,"-. said Huddleston. - The
maid of many of the flood victims "was
pretty grim. This is probably theworst
.experiencethey've ever had. ..
• - "One-thing that- we can be grateful for
is- the floodwalls and dams "-=-' par-
ticularly the floodwall at Bar-,
bourville," where major flooding was
averted Tuesday when the wall held
back the graining Cumberland River.
Dr Cumberland was forecast to
t at 38 feet •--; 17 feet above flood
gage - today at Willtamtburg as -
treezing temperatures hanipered
operations.
I Watering:a ale.w inches to five feet.
_deep was re-Oiled in some areas. The
city, is not protected by a floodwall, but
all downtown areas were evacuated,
• said Whitley COunty Sheriff- Dick*
."
Residents along the Big Sandy River
at Louisa, meantime. waited for the
• river- to crest. Some bottom-land
flooding was reported in surrounding
arias, but there was no major flooding
early today in Louisa. However, all
major roads leading to Louisa were
under water.
"We're higher than most," Lawrence
County Sheriff - David Compton said.
"Compared to the rest of them up
through here, we're in good shape."
Officials measuting the river at
Louisa reported an apparent crest of
47.56 feet earlytoday, but said it would
Calloway Chorus To
Hctld Fund Events
The Calloway County High SChoor
Chorus will have two special fund
raising events on Saturday to earn
funds for the expenses for the trip to the
American Music Festival at Opryland,
Nashville, Tn., April 21-23.
car wash will be held all daY at
Wood's -Standard Station located orrthe
Highway 121 Bypass and North 18th
Street. At the same time, yard sale
will be held in the parking lot of the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The Chorus, directed by Dan
McDaniel, has been workingon various
fend raising projects -throughout the
year to be able to make the trip to
Nashville for the.-festival a spokesman
said.
be several hours before it was known if
the crest had been reached. s
While Louisa was snared for the most
part, across the river in Ft. Gay, W.Va.,
the:story was, different. It was reported
by observers that Ft. Gay was under
several feet of water.
Red Cross rescue teams were to set
up relief headquarters in Louisa to care
for area refugees.
-Inez, Ky., south of Louisa, also
reported considerable flooding.
Cleanup operations continued today
in areas where earlier flooding oc-
curred.
Harlan County Sheriff Billy G.
Williams declared martial law to th-
wart potential looters and ordered road
blocks set up i tit,:aund the city -"to
prevent gawkers from hampering
operations. Streets are crowded with
people who don't belong here."
State police sealed off Pineville,
where most of the business district
remained under 10. tO 15 feet of water.
"We're getting in some-food but it's a
tough job," a state police spokesman
said. . '
Telephone lines-were out and services
were limited in Pineville and Pikeville.
"You would have to see downtown
Pikeville to believe it," said Cindy May,
an employe of the radio-station there.
As the waters receded, mud encrusted
buildings and belongings. • "You come • -
into the city and all you see is mud,"
another observer': ,
A similar scene was to- be found in
Hazard.. "It was a Baptist day in
Hazard, and what* we need is more -
Presbyterian days," said Mayor
William Morton, reflecting on the flood.
See FLOODS,
Page 16, Column Three
Arlie Scott, associate professor at Murray State University, was presented
the Award for Meritorious SerVice by the Calloway County 4-H Club Coun-
cil at the banquet held Saturday at the First United Methodist Church.
Making the presentation of the plaque was Mary Tones, treasurer of the
council.
Arlie Scott Presen'ted
Award By 4-H Council
Arlie Scott, associate professor of
animal science at Murray State
University, was presented with the
Award for Meritorious Service by the
Calloway County 4-H Club Council at
the 4-H Achievement and Leader
Recognition Banquet held April 2 at the
First United Methodist Church, and
sponsored by the Bank of Murray and
Peoples Bank. - -
The award was presented by Mary
Fortes, treasurer of the Calloway
Council. Prof. Scott is currently serving
on the_ County kti -Council, Area 4-H
Council, and as alternate state delegate
on the State Council-from the Purchase
- Area 4-H Council. He has served the 4.-.H
Club for the past tWerity-seven years.
In 1973-Scott was chosen as the State
Man '4-H Leader of the Year and
received the LP Gas award.. He is a
member of the State Agricultural 4-H
and FFA Beer Show Committee. and
advises 4-H members on how to select
and feed their steers and borrows. Scott
was, ,elected by the 4-H Extension
Agents and Vu-Ag Teachers, as
executive Ch,airman of the Purchase
Area 4-H-FF4 Steer Carcass .Contest.
Asa Member of the Kiwanis Club, he is
instrumental, .in•-thaving Kiwanis
sponsor many 4-H activities. .
• Prof. Scott came to Calloway County.
in 1949 and began working-with the
youth leaching boys and.girls to judge.
groom, and show beef steers and hogs
-by giving demonstrations at all the high
schools that existed, in the county before
consolidation. He judged the County
Steer and hog Shows for the youth for
more than fifteen years,- wrote the rules
for the first 4-H Beef Carcass contest
from which rules for other carcass-
contests in the state were patterened,
has been a member of the Calloway
County 4-H Council for ninny yetws, and
has _served on many committees, as,
vice-president, president, and county
delegate to the Purchase Area 4-H
Council.
The ._.Murray' man has served two
terms as president (iI-_-theArea 4-11
- Council, as Area Delegate to the State 4-
H Council; and )i-tinany committees on
the area and st sle _councils. He is
married to the former Maxine Price.
-51s6 a 4-H elqb.teadeefor fifteen years.
They have two daughters, Jayne and
Carolyn, both of whom were 4-H -
members fat many years.
Two other Calloway couples, Mr. and..
Mrs. Ernest Madrey and Mr. and -Mrs.
Cecil Like, were honored for twenty-
five years each of volunteerleadership'-*
I I I the 4-11 program in Calloway County
at the banquet on Saturday.
Both - couples have ba,eiC active
community leaders of various 4-H
Clubs as well as serving on-numerous.
county and area committees
throughout the years. They are also
active menibers of the 4-H CounciLand
are presently serving as leaders in the
Penny and k irks(5: 4-11 Clubs.
JAZZ BAND TO PERFORM—The Murray High School Jazz Band has been invited to 
perform at the list annual- Mid-
West .Band and Orchestra Clinic in Chicago. The clinic, the most prestigious band' clime 
in the world, is held during
December each year at the Conrad Hiltorr-Hotel. The honor i
s the highest recognition that can be earned by any high
school performing organization. The MHS Music Department will receive the gold 
medal _of honor during the per-
formance. Approximately 10,000 c attposers, band 'directors, orchestra conducto
rs, and interested individuals will heat
The clink.
- --- • ••••-••
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Thursday, April V .
Spring concert by the MSU
Symphorg. Orchestra, Neale
'Mason, director, will be at
8:15 p. m. at Lovett




Tenebrae -- an order of fitly-
Commtinion will., be at 7:30
p.m. at the First- Christian
Church.
The • Sacrament of Holy
Communion Will be celebrated
in the sanctuary of the First
United Methodist. *Church at
seven p.m. .-
. Holy Corrunurtron will be
...elebrated at St.. John's
Episcopal Church at seven
p.m. followed • by Con-
firmation-Encluirers Class at
7:31 p.M.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m..
.it the lodge hall.
• Calloway County Library
-Board of Trustees will meet at
seven p. m.
Xi Alpha -Delta Chapter of
Beta-Sigma. _Phi will megiat
the Ellis Center at seven p. m.
Callow-a-y - • - Marshall
Diabetes Clubis scheduled to
meet at First Presbyterian
Church at seven p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at six p.
North Calloway Parent-
Teacher Club will meet at
seven p..rn. at the school.
Friday, April 8
Regional Child Care Rally
will be held at First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall at ten
a.m.
Retreat for teenagers
through senior adults of
Seventh and Poplar Chum( of
Christ will be at Brandon
Springs in the Land Between
the Lakes. Group *ill leave
the church at five p. m.
Meals for senior citizens will
meet at twelve noon at North _
Second Street Center with
activities to follow at one p. m.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Ivan
Outland at 1:30 p. m.
Fourth Community-Wide
Good Friday Service will be
from noon to three p. m. at the
First United Methodist
Church.
Saturday, April 8 -
Easter Egg Hunt for
.preschool through third grade
members and their out of town
-guests. will be at Murr
Country Club from ten to
eleven a. m. Each one bring
six hard boiled Easter eggs.
Special guest will be the
Easter Bunny.
Easter Egg Hunt, sponsored
by Ruth Warren Group, will be
at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church at two p. m.
Hazel Alumni Dinner with
Dr. Bogard Dunn as speaker
will be at the Hazel Com-
munity Center at seven p. m.
•
Work day by Special
Olympics' Basketball team to
earn money to go to the
tournament will be held. Call
753-8'265 or 753-7302 after four
p. m. if you have jobs for the
team members.
Saturday-, April 9
Easter Egg Hunt for
preschool througt thircrgrade
will be at the •Oalcs Country
Club at ten a. in. In case of




Track Tournament will start
at 9:30 a. m. at Stewart
'Stadium.
Friday, April 8
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. in. and a fun
night at six p. m.





Sassafras Tea May Be
_
Drink Substitute
Noting ' the safRafras- tea
party scheduled at ,Hematite
Dam near the Center Station,
and seeing some sassafras
roots on sale pt the grocery.
prompted my'experience with
the seasonal drink and: the
opportunity to reflect on the
use of sassafras bushes, roots,
arnand decorations- • .
Spring is said tube the Ideal
time for digging the roots
„tea. I don't know- why spring,
but maybe the-rising or falling
of the sap makes the dif-
ference. Any way, I baight
some roots and lost them on
the way home. I Must get
- 'Saturday, April 9
Chestnut Grove- AME -
Missionary Society will have a
bake sale at Singer's in the Bel




meet will be at one p. m. at
Stewart Stadium, MSU.
Open dance by Delta Sigma
Theta will begin at eight p. m.
in Beshear Gymn • of the




Mr. and - Mrs. J. C.
Gallimore Will be • honored
with a reception at the Dees
Bank of Hazel from two to four
p. m. in celebration of. _golden
wedding anniversary.
Sunday. April 10
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice F.
Bishop will have open house at
their home at New Concord
from tivii to five p. m. in
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some more. If I had the energy-
I could get them right here.at
my back door. There area lot
of sassafras bushes growing
on Dr. Wolfson's lot nearby.
But 'it is easier to buy it.
AecOrding to local history,
sassafras roots brewed to a
Pretty Pinitialk color and
Sipped while it is hot, is the
-source of energy to overcome
the spring fevers. .I have never
thought it the most dqiked
drink, but it doesn't4aste bad,
either. One can fli'Vor it with
sugar, creani-or lemon-- lout
as we dO coffee or tea, or it
,can be used straight. it tastes
a little like root beer.
Anyway, it wouldn't hurt to
N.,
_




Miss Laura LeAnn Barker,
a 15 year. old. spphomore
student at Sedalia High School
• in Graves County will
represent this area as a State
finalist in the Miss Kentucky
International Teen State
finals in association with the
Miss International Teen U. S.
A. Pageant which will be held
at. Louisville, on June 18,
according to an. an-
nouncement issued this week
by the State Director Fredda
C'cloC mnotieNsats.:.ri from
throughout the state will
converge on that city in hopes
of becoming the State's
winner to go on to the national
finals to be held in the
Washington, D. C. area • in
August, where contestants
will compete with girls from
throughout the country for
scholarships and awards, and
the opportunity to be a par-
ticipant of a Foreign Study
League Inc., sponsored
European TravelStudy Tour,
'and will have the opportunity
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and appearance. There is no
swimsuit competition.
Miss Barker will write and
deliver a 100 word essay on the
Pageant's patriotic theme,
"Our American Heritage of
Freedom."," Cash essay
awards and recognition are
given to all essay winners at
the state and national 'finals.
• Miss Barker's hobbies in-
clude reading, motorcycling,
swimming, horseback riding,
and her career goal is
Photography. She attended
University School here during
grade school.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Frank of
Route 1, Mayfield, at Tn-City.
Mr. Frank was boiler fireman
at Murtay State University for
years.
She .is sponsored by Unique
Boutique at Tn-City, Overby
Honda of Murray, Jeanne
Elliott, J. T. Hale Motor Sales,
and Wells Studio of Mayfield.
All state winner's receive an
all expense paid trip th the
National Finals in
Washington, D. C. area and
receive a nine day spring
Foreign Study League Travel
Study Scholarship to: the
Capitols of London-
Amsterdam-Paris and are the
Pageant's Official Teen
Diplomats while traveling
abroad and studying there.
Any teenager 14 through 18
years of age and .who will not
have her 19th birthday on or
before December ,31, 1977,
interested in entering the
State Finals write to the State
Director, Drawer 11933 Nash-
ville, In.. or call (6151832.1609
or 832-4731.
*Poison' ivy rash can be recog
nized as clusters- ef small
.blisters •15t. watjpos .sizes,. on
reddened shiny skin.
y. It. i It just might be.the tonic
that is needed. The strength of
the tea depends upon your
individual taste. It is simple to -
make. Put it in a stewer or any
container you use to cook any
other food that needs to boil
gently for awhile. Then after
the water begins to boil, set
the container aside and let it
steep to the right color and
strength.
Mother used to keep a-
stewer of sassafras tea on the
back -of 'the' coolistcKle' Where- -
we could heat it for a • drink
when wanted. When the
supply gets low, Just add
waterand rebrew it, and YQ11
are supplied for another
period of time.
visited in John Mack Car.
ter's home in a winter month
not long ago. He's Martha's
Good House Keeping editor's
son and lives in New York
.where sassafras bushes might
be scarce. I wanted to take 
somethingthat would be an
unusual gift. Sassafras roots,
fresh from the digging, were
available at the grocery. That
was my hostess gift. John
Mack and his .wife, Charlyn,
couldn't remember' having
had "Sassafras tea and, of
course, the children, JOhnna
lyn and John Mack,'Jr.,-knew
nothing about it. I made some
tea for their tasting. They
sipped it, warily - knowing in
-advance it would not be to
their liking. Little John drank
almost a cup of it and smiled
his graceftti appreciation but
dlitnot call-for-more.
'Spring brings another use
for the sassafras. The small
bushes, cut and tied into hand-
sizediaunaTes make goodyard
brooms. The stiff limbs go
right down to the ground and
get the trash; gives the earth a
little scratching it needs and
doesn't injure the grass. The
bushes or limbs from larger
trees make good stakes for
' pea's that gardners plant as
early as the frozen ground will
allow. My brother-in-law, Jim,
the family gardner, is in the
-hospital worrying about his
peas that need sticking. .
Besides making good room
perfume, sassafras .leaves
color into red, orange, yellow
and brown in early autumn
and make . beautiful
decorations for indoors. The
leaves may be pressed into
many decorative items. Treva
-- Mathis makes place maks
and uses leaves.
Dr. reititHeirri-Guest Speaker -
At-DAR Mek*At Purclem Home
Dr. .Keith Heim of the
Murray State University'
Library was the guest spe,akar
at the March meeting of the
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution held
at the home of Mrs. Wells
Purdom with Mrs. Ed Diuguid
as cohostess.
The speaker was introduced
by Miss Maude Nance who
said he was a "Nebrasken of
Kentucky ancestry and North
Carolina 'leanings' from his:
years of teaching history at
the Universtiy of North
Carolina." - r
Dr. Heim chose to speak on
George Rogers Clark with his
talk titled "A Few Men,- Well
Conducted," a quotation from
Clark's statement that a few
men, well conducted, could be
an effective fighting force. He
said Clark's actions certainly
proved him right.
"In 1777 the British had
stepped up the attacks by
Indians and British troops on Dr. Keith Helm
the back country set- Heim'edescription of the
tlements," Dr. Heirrisaid, "in approach to Vincennes with
an effort to force Washington Clark and his men wading
to divide his forces in order to chest-deep in freezing water
protect the settlers. Lt. Col.- was a memorable picture of
Henry Hamilton, known as the the endurance and hardihood
'hair ,buyer,' conducted a of those determined men, a
vigorous campaign against DAR member said. The
the frontier settlements twin speaker illustrated with
his headqu'irtera in- Detroit, scenes from the George
rewarding marauding Indians_ Rogers Clarir • Panorama at
generously for each scalp Vincennes.
taken, regardless of the sex or Mrs: John Livesay, regent,
age of .the murdered person, . opened the meeting with the.
So many settlers had fled to pledge to the flag of the United
the East that in-1778 only three States and read the
of the settlements in Kentucky President's message. Mrs.
Boonesborough,„. Harrod- Leon Grogan, secretary,
sburg, and Fort Logan — were reported on the district inn-
left, as the rest had been cheon meeting and gave a
tither wiped out or ahem- brief talk on National Defense.
doned. ' Mrs. John A. Nance gave the
-. "In the. fall of 1777, the treosurer'S report.
situation had become so bad, 
that a young man, George
Rogers Clark, decided
something must be done.
Clark, was only 25 years old,
but had already been ex-
perienced in wilderness lore,
having-been a land surveyor in
Kentucky for two years and a
miller in the Kenticky Militia.
He chose to take the offensive
and gained control of the two
rivers by capturing the forts
at Kaskaskia, Cahokia,' and
Vincennes. After a 700 mile
journey-4o Williamsburg/ he
persuaded Gov. Patrick
Henry to give him the rank of
U. Col., allow him 1200 pounds
for equipping men, and per-
mission to recruit 350 men to
carry the war to the British
bases.
"Recruitment -Weislow, bu:f -
Clark finally left with 177 men
including the great Sifnon
Kenton as scout." Dr. Heitn
gave the account of the cap-
ture of Kaskaskia and
Cahokia, and the surprise
attack on Vincennes and
Capture. of Hamilton. Dr.
Appointed to the nominating
committee were Mrs. Price
Doyle, Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Dr.
Helene Visher, Mrs. Leon
Grogan, and Mrs. Clifton Key.
A dessert course was served
by the hostesses. Also present
were Mrs.' James Byrn, Mrs.
Robert Bucy, Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, ' Mrs. Estel
Morehead, Mrs. Paul Sturm,
Mrs. Dorrine McNutt, and Dr.
Mildred Hatcher. _ _
C. F.. Hassling Or
Furman Dean's
List, Fall Term
GREENSVILIE, S. C._ --
rles F. Hussung, sop of Dr.
and Mrs. K. F. Hussung,
Murray, was included in the
winter term dean's list at
Furman University. -- -
Dean's list is comprised of
full-time undergraduate
students who earn a grade
point average of 3.2 or better
on Furman's four-point
system. The list is compiled at
the end of each of Furman's
three terms.
KENDA1LL GIRL •
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Kendall of Route Two,
Buchanan, Tn., are the
parents of,,a baby gfrl„Tiffany
Gwerr; weighing ten pounds
six ounces, born on Thursday,
March 31, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Thomas F. - Ketadall‘and the
Late Mr. Kendall and Mr. and




- Especially For You
Marcile's Fashion
816 Coldwater Rd.
Have A Happy Easter
(?)
WHAT A CHOICE! -Aici.cr@OM°
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No One Under 17 Admitted
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Teachers April 5 as guests of
President-elect Matt Spark-
man.
Richard Thomas, a junior
Speech and Theatre major
from Fancy Farm, delivered
his award winning speech on




delivered ..his state chain-
pionShip oration -en "The
American Educational
System." -
In their meeting ,at Ellis
Itiei- CallOwity- Retired-
Teachers elected Dr. Matt
Sparkman as president of the
Association for the coming
year, succeeding Dr. Harry
M. Sparks. Reelected were
Hazel Tarry, vice- president;
Agnes McDaniel, secretary;
and Lorene Swann, treasurer.
Former Judge Hall McCuLston
was elected representative for
the First District executive
board.
The next meeting of the
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will be a
breakfast at Colonial House
Smorgasbord on May 2 at nine
m. Reservations may be
made by phone after six p. in.
at the following numbers: 753-
5823 and 753-1472. Dues may be
paid at the.breakTast.
- Richard - Thomas, in-
troduced as "one of Murray
State's outstanding




FOR FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1077
What kind of' day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
AR=
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 2/1) grer4
Don't try to "get by" on your
:personality, and DO avoid
:outdated mbthods, deviation
'trout essentials. Be objective;
yield,where you should.-
--TAURUS
•(Apr. 21 to May )n tki;r
A day which stresses a need
for efficiency. Take a cue from
competitors as to what TO DO
and what NOT to do. Yea.c.in Ire
indifferent or enthusiastic. It's
up to you!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1119.-
Stress your dear-alt. :smart
• perceptiveness. Direct yotii-
versatility into profitable
..• channels.- An all-around good
day!
..CANCER
• (June 72 to July 23) 12PC—of
  Scattering energies and
apathy are the two extremes
which could hamper progress
now. Follow a sound, middle-of-
the-road policy and you can
reap a fine harvest.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /24-1A
Your innate industriousness
and knack for performing under
• pressure can be a booh now --If
• .you do not listen te-diseenters
_ and pessimists.
VIRGO
%le- (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Stellar influences fairly
generous. Do, pet trr_to do too
much at once. Indications of
help from unexpected sources.
Make ready fdr' new
arrangements, possibly a
detour from present paths.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Especially favored now:
business interests and personal
relationships. Display your
- efficient and amenable side and
you can't help but 'earn
rewards.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nev. V)
Avoid tendencies to
procrastinate or to work
sporadically. Keep eyes on your
goal, maintain a steady and
reasonable tempo, and step
progressively toward it.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may be called upon to
make some weighty decisions.
However, this should not daunt
the well-developed Sagittarian
who, even in the most critical
moments, thinks clearly and
astutely.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) kr
If you missed out on
Something during the early part
of the week and it is still
desirable,, try for it now.
PlarietirY -influences helpful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Review your plans, methods;
note where you can better
situations. Eliminate anxiety;
supplant with precautions and
good management. Work to
avoid oversights.
PISCES
X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
,You.may -have to ease up in
some respects. But NOT ease
out or fade out. A really fine day
for accomplishment if you are
well organized and maintain an
even pace.
yer440
— - • -
YOU BORN TODAY: Like most
natives of your Sign, you have
been endowed with a strong gift
of leadership, have tremendous
inner reserves of courage and
resouicef ulfiess, and are
Capable of achieving great--
power In Whatever field you
choose atia life work: You are
extremely versatile and your
business acumen , is out-
standing. As an eaeatita'ndwe a--
organizer, you are tops — BUT
you will have greater
cooperation in your rise to the
higher echelons if yoji will curb
tendencies Toward
overaggressiveness and
emotionalism. Beer in mind;
always, that "feelings" have no
place in the business world.
Aside from business, you could
excel in the law, politics,
science (especially chemistry
and medicine (and literature,
Birthdate of: Albert I, King of
the Belgians, World I War hero;
Sonja Henie, world-famed ice-
ska ter.
speaker on the program. His
address recently won the
second-place oratoriesl
honors at the Milliken
University Forensics Tour-
nament. An honor student at
MSIJ, tie is- chairman of the
Committee on Public- Debate.
He was chairman of the
debate between Murray State
and the University of Edin-
burgh and is a member of the
Department's Academic
Advisory Committee. e •
Russell Walker, freshman,
was seeand Speaker. His
oration was ranked best
damong all collegg an'
University-leVel oratiOAs in
Kentucky for 1976-77, :A
graduate of Paul Blazer High
School in Ashland, Walker is a
Presidential. Scholar at
Murray State. He has traveled
more than 8,000 , miles
representing MSU in debate
tournaments. "His oratorical
abilities have been recognized
often in his first year of in-
tercollegiate work," ac—
cording toshis teachers. ,
Prof. Rebert A. Valentine of .
the Speech •and Theatre
Department is coach and
adviser of both of these young
men. ,
Dr. Sparkman, who
presided over the meeting in
the absence of President 
Sparks,save the invocation.
Secreta y Agnes McDaniel
presentethe minutes of the
previous meeting - and
Treasurer LoreneSwann gave




Mildred Dunn, and Lucille
Austin. Refreshments of
cookies .and punch Were.
served. Dr. E. B. Howten,
Mrs. Irma LaFollette, and
Mrs. Austin had charge of
receiving contributions for the
Red Cross. - , 7
- Dr. L. J. Horton intralucett
the speakers for the program.
- -
Porrs GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Potts of
Murray Route- One are the
.parents of a baby girl, Susan
Weighing six Paula" -
nine ounces, measuring 1614
Inches, born on Monday.
March 21, at-6:42 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway CounII--
Hospital.
The father is self employed
as a farmer, and the Mother is
on leave from the Calloway
County School System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Sherwood Potts of
Mayfield Route Seven and Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Rhoades of
Murray Route One. Great
grandparents are Mrs. G. M.
Potts of Kirksey Route One
and Mrs. B. P. Lane of Benton
Route Five.
REMITS
Whatever you want to say . . .
"Say it with Interlude"
4 Fragrance coordinates
value 30.00
To get the most out of yourfiagrance you
should use it in different forms around the
Clack Thal way, you—and your fragrance
becomes- brie The excitement burets.
And the fragrance lastt longer
Whatever you want to say, say it with' •
Interlude by Frances Denney these four
different ways. Interlude, the tragrancelhafs
sexy but elegant _
7 A.M. Start the day beautRugy:
PerfUrsed Cologne Spray (Natural)
The tight but lasting toucn.hiaturat spray • -
means you get more fragrance and etery drop'r
is pure fragrance No propellant 2 oz
750
W,th 0,-“r additional. 6 00
NomesDe66eIrp,th•me
1 F.M. For on-the-go refreshment:
Perfumed Cologne Spray (Natural)
It renews your fragrance .
And refreshes you taci Purse-sized-15 or
At P.M. For after-bath stildnosi:
Moisturizing Body Lotion that occnts anci
softens every inch of you 4 oz
10 P.M For miming *sentiment
Contentrated Cr4am Perturtte our newest
fogn'of Interlude Aiouch on pulse points stirs
eis senses Great lasting powers
Purse-sizer Non-spiii 1 oz
All four Interludes wrapped like a mixed
bouquet in a box blooming with flowers fivetcle
and out. only $750 with any Frances Denney
or Lucareth purchase of $600 or more
To Be Married
I/ is; Susan Diuguid MaS on
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Roy Mason of 249 Minerva Place,
Paducah, announce the engagement of their daughter, Susan
Diuguid Mason, to Henry Franklin Doran, seri of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Glenn Doran of Murray. -
Miss Mason was graduated -in 1976 ,frtan Murray State
University with a bachelor of science degree in business
education. She was a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority. -- ' 
-.. The IsEtie4leCt lathe granddaughter Cif MM.Edward S.
Diuguid and the late Mr. Diuguid.of Murray and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Roy M. Mason of Bartlesville, Oida.-
Dorat1will be graduated in May with a bachelor of scien-
ce degree in finance from Murray State University where he is
a member of Beta Gamma Sigma honorary and Lambda Oil
Alpha social fraternities. . .
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry FranIdin of-








Baby Boy Carr (Mother
Bonnie), Rt. 3, Cadiz, Baby
Girl Kendall (mother
Marilyn), Rt. 2, BUChanai
Tn., Baby Girl Allen (mother
• Janette), 401 ,N. .1st., Murray.
Mrs.- Elitille.::"CoPe and,
Baby Boy. &ix 276, Mayfield,
Mrs.. Pameila-JT-Warmath and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Benton,Mrs.
Daisy -A. KeniPT-11100-Rylik
Murray, Ivison Y. Lovett, Rt.
1, AMU, Mrs. Janice L. Baker,
1300 Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy. L. Burkeen, -314 Ir-
van, Murray, Mrs. Nancy E.
Ingrain, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara N. Forth, Rt. 2,
Murray, Charles C. Hooks, Rt.
2, Cadiz, Miss Wendy M.
Forester, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. • Jennifer .G. Scher-
brough, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn.,
Homer B. Futrell. Jr., Rt. 3,
-Cadiz,- Mrs. A.
Bitting, OS S. Stk.-Mayfield,
Jeffery L. Bail, Rf:-2, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Mary E. Steely, 721
Murray Cia., Murray, Charlla
F. .RL-1, Sedalia, Mrs. -
Bertha Buschmeyer, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray, Mrs.
Wavel Casity, Rt. 1, Murray.
Faniy ways with walnuts  ft. t E. Kettering
Take an old-fashioned favorite.—Ally roil—perk it up
with zippy tastaand delectable crunchiness, and every-
body will love it! Use a basic. jelly roll recipe as a
guide, flavoring the cake Vatter addftirlitanyewita two
teaspoons grated orange peel. After baking, instead of
spreading it the traditional way, fill roil evenly with
orange marmalade and finely chopped California wal-
nuts. Roll up. Sift with powdered sugar. To serve, glaze
top with melted marmalade and decorate "nth walnut
halves or large pieces. -
• - 
Mot Ikansi." yes can make leftover roast
lamb go further by asbing the meat and featuring it in
this 'substantial main dish salad. Toss together lamb,
eooked peas, diced celery and coarsely chopped toasted
Walnuts for crunchy texture and special heartiness.
Bind with mayonnaise seasoned to taste with prepared
mustard, tarragon or dried mint, seasoned salt and pep-
per. Serve an crisp lettuce greens. With crusty bread,
it.5..a meal in itself. '
*arded, DQctor:i
Benald Claytop Kettering of
Murray received the doctor of
business administration
degree from Louisiana Tech
University, Ruston, La., in the
university's //inter quarter.
commencement exercises
held in Howard Auditorium.
Awarded degrees us- the
ceremonies were 358 students.
T. G. Harper, executive vice-
president of Gulf Oil's
Refining and Marketing
Company, Houston, Texas,









You won't wont to r-iss this opportunity to get
your Becritymist favorites at specially reduced
prices For a limited !,me only, — •
- Regularly' NOW













Get it together with College-town for fun and excitement this summer' Plaid
shirt in yellow/blue/grey comb., sizes 5 to 15 at 17.00; Veit in yellow, sizes 5
_talk at 18.00; fipalk_paist_plat in Lagleigises 5 to 13 at 22.00-; Strip* cep
alifelfa tali in yellow/grey/blue/pink combination, sizes SML airrAir log
SWIM *ger in sizes 5 to 13 at 41•00;iihrewore wigs, pod in yellow, sizes S to
13 at 24.09: Hurry in to Bright's, your College-town headqiiiiiers with the
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NO-NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS .
• Steve L. McCuiston, R.R. 4,,
Murray, Artell Tucker, 1914
-Coldwater Road, Murray.,
Briau R. Smith, R. 2, Box 121,
Merray, Miss Amanda Al The sanctuary el the First
Wyatt, Box 64, Dexter, Jaqt Baptist Church, Murray, was
Wynn, 1509 Parklane Dr., the setting for the beautifully,
Murray _Jason lb Farley, R. 8 solemnized wedding of Miss
-f3ex466,-Mosnay,Raati3ond1LList Carol --McDaniel and
Northcott, Box 446, Paris, James R. Yates, Loth of
. Mrs. Michelle W. Bell and Murray. The Rev. Dr. Bill
Baby Boy, Rt. 4, Box 188-A, Whittaker, pastor of the
Paris, Tn., Larry G. Rogers, church, performed the im-
1639 Farmer St.,-Murray, Mrs. pressiVe ' "-double Jing
Larue Hart, 10679 St. John Dr., ceremony on Saturday March
Algonace, Mich., Rupert C. 12, at .1:00 p.m.
Pittman, CR Box 3,3, New The bride is.the daughter of
Concord, Lee B. Bolen, 1507 Mr. and Mrs: Charles T.
Chaucer, Murray, Mrs. Janet McDaniel, of Murray, and the
L. Robinson, 1001 So. 16th St., groom:s parents are Mt. and
Murray, Mrs. Nancy- Lou Mrs: Dewey E. Yates, Sr., of
Barker. R. 2. Benton, J. T. Louisville, formerly of
Phillips, R. 2 Covey Dr., Murray.
-Murray, Gus. 11 Yarbrough, Preceding the ceremony a
R. I, Box 308, Murray, Mrs. program of nuptial music was
Susan M. Hopkins and Baby .presented.by Dan ,McDaniel,
Boy, R. 6, Box 56 AB, Murray, organist. Selections included
Mrs. Sanova B. Dodd, R. 4, -The Wedding Prayer," "0
-Murray, William F. Bates, R. Perfect " Love," and
1, Hazel, Mrs. Molean .Lones"Dreams." The traditional
_ P.O. Box 33, Lynnville, Mrs. wedding march was used for
Josie P. Knight, R. 4, Box 150, flieWei-Cessfortar-and "Jesu,
Murray, Mrs. Zella McNutt, Joy of Man's Desiring" was
526 So.. 7th St., Murray, played for the recessional.
' William David Triplett, R. 4, The altar was centered with
° Murray, Mrs. Lola B. Jones, a brass cathedral can-
R. 1, Dexter, Baby Boy delabrum holding fifteen ivoag
Schroader (mother Nancy), cathedral tapers, with brais
R. 1, Alm*, Dennie Brown spiral candelabrum on either
Futrell (expired), - 'R. 3, side-holding matching tapers.
Murray. Brass flower stands held altar
bouquets Of yeilow snap-
dragons, blue and green
carnations, and yellow and
white daisy porn& _
The candles were lighted by
Michael McDaniel, of Atlanta,
Ga.,-brother of-the- bride, and
Neal Bentley._of Murray.
As the Rev. Dr. Whittaker
led in prayeettlse-oauple knelt
on a brass :kneeling bench,
which was enhanced by
greenery of leather leaf fern
and baby's breath _tied with a
yellow , ribbon, with ivy
trading down the side„_
As  the bride and groom lit
the unity tandle Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist, sang
"The Wedding Song."
Family pews were marked
with leather leaf fern and ivy
tied with yellow bows.
The bride escorted to the
- altar by .her father, was givenHelp children put away their
in marriage by her parents.toys by making it part of
the game. They'll begirt 10--As she.enteredistie presented
develop a good habit... tier vother with-a kiss and a-
_ white,Masterpiece rose from
her bridal bouquet. After the
ceremony, escorted by her
husband, she extended the
same coUrtesy to her new
mother-in-law.
Bride's Dress
The bride was lovely in her
traditional gown of can-
dlelight delustered bridal
satin. The bodice featuring
full bishop sleeves and
mandarin collar was lavishly
trimmed in reembroidered.
Alecon lace which came to
point at the waist line, the
formed two 'wide bands dawn
the front of the full skirt. A
Moose Lodge
Hunt Sunday
The Murray .Moose Lodge
will have an Easter Egg Hunt
on Sunday, April 10, at two p.
m-..• at the lodge on North
Sixteenth Street for children,
twelve years old and -under,
Eggs will be furnished by
the lodge and prizes given-All
Moose members and their
families are invited to attend,'
said—Virginia -4MA,, ceniOr 
Regent of the Women of the
Moose.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
lubscriers win bore net
received Astir besno-deliveroe
copy of The Wormy Leiter.
Twos by 5:30 p. IL Moen.
Fraley oily 3:30 p... sa Sew,
hays ere wand te eel 753-1116
betweee 5:30 p. end 4p.
Morekey•Friday, Sr 3:30 p. m.
and 4 p. se. Saturdays, to Wawa
Nam-, of the newspaper. Calls
west be pieced by Sp. Ea. week.











_ (Tule You Enjoy The Spring )
.Overweight?
Quiet Diet Revolution Ras
Reached Calloway County...
But is creating a loud noise in communities in Western
Kentucky recentiy introduced to NaturSlim. Bob Minn of
Holland Drugs lost 9 lbs. Pharmacist John Casey of Mem-
phis lost 21 lbs. in only one month. In just 2 weeks Phor-
macistRes Mitchell of Memphis lost 12 lbs., and Marilyn
Ratfrff lost 20 lbs.! They are living proof that NaturSim
really works, if you are sincere about losing weight.
Since September, literally thousands of Kentuckians
have been introduced to NaturSlim. According to Wordlaw
Steele, representative for NaturSlim in West Kentucky
and Tennessee, the program has had such a tremendous
reerfonse for several reasons: •100*/.. natural - no drugs,
shots or artificial ingredients of any kind.
•No exercises
• No meetings
•14o hunger pangs or starvation diets
the NaturSlim powder blended with milk or juice, provides
two nutritious, satisfying meals a day. The third meal of
the day is almost unrestricted and can consist of many of








If NaturSlim is not yet available in your neighborhood,






Ur. and II rs. Jarnt's H. 1 ate.
lace-accented chapel length" -
train was attached to the waist
line, ender a beautifully
fashioned bow with
streamers, made of bridal
satin. • .1
She wore a mantilla of
imported silk illusion attached
to bandeau • of ivory
sweetheart roses and baby
breath, fashioned by Mrs.
James I. Armbruster. .
The bride's colonial style
bouquet was-created with co-
ed yellow' sweetheart roses,
'white marguerite daisies and
baby's breath, with ivory lace
backing, and accented with
ivory lace - and satin
streamers.
Attending the • bride as
matron of honor was her
sister, Kiri' Chappell' Harris,
of Raleigh, N.C. Bridesmaids
were Miss Gay Alexander and
Mrs. Neal Bentley, both of
Murray.
The, attendants wore
identical floor length Colonial.
style-tresses of yellow dotted
swiss. The tucked bodice with
inserted self yoke was topped
with a mandarin colharedged-
in lace. The full tucked sleeves
were gathered to a seven inch
tucked cuff with tiny self
covei ed buttons. The high
waist was accented with a
narrow band of yellow velvet
ribbon and full skirt. They
each wore a pearl necklace,
gift of the bride.
Each bridesmaid carried a
colonial nosegay of yellow and
white marguerite daisies and
baby's breath, backed with
ivory lace and tied with yellow
satih bows and streamers.
Jimmy Fenton, of Murray,
served as ,best man for the
groom, and groomsmen were
Michael McDaniel and Neal
Bentley. All were attired in
sea foam green tuxedos and
wore boutonnieres , of
Goldenwave yelfow rosebuds.
The mother of the ;iride was
escorted to her seat by her
son, Michael McDaniel. She .
chose to wear a floor length
gown of yellow knit with full
bishop sleeves and V-neckline.
The bodice was gaireTect-ar
the shoulder to form a fullness
that was taken in at the
midriff wit4 a series of tiny
tucks from vlhich the flared
skirt drapecrsoftly. A rolled
self belt accented the tucked
midriff. She wore matching
accessories and a shoulder
corsage of yellow sweetheart
roses and marguerite daisies
tied with yellow ribbon,
For her sons wedding, Mrs.
Yates wore a printed chiffon
gown in shades of brown,
beige and apricot. The bodice
laped-to form a V-neckline and
featured I2,ng tapered sleeves.
A full flared shirt fell softly
from the lifted waistline. Her-
corsage of yellow roses and
marguerite daisies was
pinned too beige clinch purse.
,Mrs. Henry Hopkins,
maternal granktmother of the
bride, was attired in a yellow
two piece street length en-
semble, and Mrs. Chester
MeDaniel, her paternal_
grandmother wore a blue two
piece street length dress.
Each worea shoulder corsage-
of white daisy poms.
Mrs. C. D. Vates,..of Pilot
Oak, paternal grandmother of-
the groom, chose to wear a





Las Vegas  H Is Held -
.
Approximately 130 Mem-
bers and guests attended the
• Las Vegas Night II held at the
Racer Room of Stewart
Stadium on Saturday evening,
March 26. This spring event
sponspred by the
State Women's-Society was for
couples. '
For the admission fee of $1
per person, "money" was
issued for gaming, refresh-
ments of -food and beverages
were served throughout the
evening and the delightful
music of Dan McDaniel at the
piano was continuous.
A number iSf sodiety
members comprised the
committee for • staging this
eVent:, Jean Bennett, Cheryl
.Whittaker, Betty Hassel,. Sue
Vandergrift, Judy Muehlrnan,
Anita Lawson, Eloise
_ Lance/4,, .Charlotte ,liam-
mack, Bunny Lanning, Sophie
Sagrera, Jackie Harrison,
Masa Read, Pat Fazi, Edith
Noffsinger, Jan Kind and,
I inda- Venza.
Things YOU Should Know
Street ,Crime—What To Do
-It -was curer ahnuat before, lots ar unlit passai_es.
he realized it. He didn't even ' * Don't loiter.emain- .
Br Murray IT omen s Society see the gun . ". . only heard lert to those around you.the words: "Hand over your
'wallet!" And then he heard
• thel'footsteps running off into
In addition, husbands of theinight.
r.
_VariOus members served' as Criminals come in all- dealers and managers of the shapes and sizes-, and 'so do
, six concessions. Special en- their victims. While anyone
tertainment was provided by can become involved in a




surance's loss Control division,own banjo accompaniment for often simply using a bit ofhis vocal numbers and who common sense can lessen the
else led a "sing-a-long." risk t, you or-a member of
At the conclusion of the your family.
games, "winnings" were used •
to purchase at auction /ten Protecting Your Children
* Warn children of thenovelty and gift items which
dangers in talking-to strangers.the Society had purchased. * Always know where




The accent's on Swiss- and time to re-
turn home.flavor when you prepare %vim * Don't
Tomato , Soup. Pour tomato . allow .your children to be out
soup into a individual, oven- after dark-7- ,
proof soup bowls. Top with * Make sure you know
Waded rye rounds. _Sprinkle Your children's friends.
shredded Swiss cheese over ' Out After DarkWalking —the top and bake in preheated # Widk on streets with
350 degree oven, 10 to 15 plenty of light Alt' pedes-
minutes or until hot and trian traffic. Avoid short
cheese is melted, cuts through parks, vacant
* Never hitchhike an y-
time . . or night
Driving —
* Look inside your Car
before entering.
• Keep car doors locked
and windows rolled up.
* If followed, continually
honk born and drive to a po-
lice or fire station,
Guarding Against Theft










lay a handbag or wallet dawn
unattended.
* .And lastly, advises Tick-
ner, make a list of all charge
card numbers, and keep the
list in a safe plane.
of- WO and white polka dots tg




ceremony, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles , T. McDaniel „ en-
tertained with a reeeption in
the Fellowship Hall of the
Ebburch.
Guests were registered at a
table attended My Miss, Joni
Guthrie. She wore a corsage of
yellow daisies. The small
brass table with glass top_ held
a nosegay- of yellow roses and
yellow 'and white marguerite
daisies in a crystal vase.
The beautifully appointed
bride's table was covered with
an imported ivory linen cut-
work cloth and matching floor
length skirt. The center pieee,-
a crystal compote, was filled
14.with spring-flowers, consisting
of yellow, white and pink
snapdragons, yellow and
white daisies pAstel car-
nations, and leather teaffern.
The three 'tiered wedding
cake, was topped with yellow
and white daisies, daffodils,
leather -leaf- -fern and bab0
breath: The bottom layer was.
surrounded by yellow and
white daisies and leather leaf
fern. The cake, punch, nuts
and mints were served by
Mrs. George Hodge, Mrs.
Bobby McDowell and Mrs.
James I. Armbruster, all of
Murray.
After the reception the
couple left Mt a wedding. trip
to Gatlinburg, Tn.. with the
bride wearing slacks, vest and.
jacNet of beige linen over a
navy blouse, and her mother's
corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Yates are now
at home at 207 North Igth'
Street, Murray, where he will.
continue with his studies at
Murray State University as a
student in Electrical
Engineering Technology.
Out of town guests were
Mrs: C. D. Yates, Pilot Oak,





MP: and Mrs. Dewey E.
Yates, Sr., parents of the
groom, were hots for the
rehearsal dinner held on
Friday evening in the private
dining room at the Colonial
House:,
The bride and groom's table
was centered with -an
arrangement 'of assorted
spring flowers, which Were
predominantly yellow. Place
cards printed in-yellow, and
yellow napkins with the bride
and groom's names and
wedding date imprinted in
gold were used to compliment
the center piece.
After a delightful dinner and
social hour the bride and
gioom presented gifts to their
- attendants.
Tr
Alexandre Eiffel not only
built the tower that bears
his name, he designed the 1-1-1
framework for the Statue of. • Central Shopping Center
on the Panama Canal.
Liberty and the locks 
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Make the scene this
Spring in these stylish
cotton & polyester jumpsuits.
Specially priced.
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• Written By The Humane Society Of Calkigts,' y County
Due W edam's Sacrifice -
This week's article is being written to
pay tribute to a courageous, deter--
mined woman who has accomplished a
task that few have even attempted. And
What is even more astounding is that
this remarkable lady is 69 years old and the long, bring period of nursing
lives on Social Security. She wishes to several sick cats at one time 7 trying to
remain anonymous but she has given coag _Meiji to eat, trying to keep them
her permission to us to tell her story so warm, and administering the cap-
that others will follow her example and sules twice a day. And Mrs. Bea did all
help solve a serious social problem that, this herself. When she would run out Of
has plagued communities for years. capsules, atrist,ertink -would rush to Dr.
She will be referred to as Mrs. Bea Warner's to get some more-. It got to the
throughout this article. c point that when he saw Mrs. Crank
It all began a few years ago with one 'Coming down the road, he would be
- -stray female cat. Being kindhearted as -waiting at the door with more pills! In
She is, Mrs. -Ilea could -not turn her the end, Mrs. Bea lost 12 cats. By some
away, so She took the homeless animal miracle, none of her spayed females
in. Soon there were kittens. And those died.
kittens had kittens. It wasn't long - When our severe winter weather
before that first female cat was a great: ended in late January, four more
great-great-grandmother! Mrs. Bea fez:tildes were spayed. A few still
kept them all and took good care of remain to be spayed, but since they are
_ _them. They often ate while she -went small, it will be a few months yet before
hungry. They slept on contortable they will be old enough to go through
pillows and cushions while she slept on the surgery. The total now stands at
the couch. They.saw a vet at the first twelve females that Mrs. Bea has had
• signs of siclmess while she nursed colds spayed.
'and flu at home not wanting to waste This fantastic lady has sacrificed a
Owe moneyon a dadotos visit when she great deal to insure that her "family"
qould doctor herself and do a better job does not -expand beyond what it has. She
it Yes, she loved her cats but it didn't realized that there were already too
take her long to realize that she could many starving, homeless cats and dogs
not allow her "family" to grow any wandering around, arid she knew that
More when she counted over thirty cats allowing her females to continue to
and most of them were termites! _ -breed uncontrollably was adding to a
Mrs. Bea contacted Eva Crank who is serious problem that is steadily
a. member of the Humane Society and growing worse. What makes her dif-
together they worked out a very simple ferent from Many PethWiters is not that
pran to have allthe female cats spayed she is doing somethin& to help stop her
Arrangements were made with Dr. part of the pet overpopulation, but that
--Charles Warner, a local veterinarian, she didn't stop at one or two - she had
who agreed to spay the females at low_ twelve spayed and more will be done
ant, and he offered to throw in
distemper shots free. So, the plan was
, fiut into action in late November. kvery
Thursday evening after work, Mrs.
- Oink came to Mrs.-Hea's house to pick
Op two female cats at a time to take to
Dr. Warner. He spayed them on Friday,
and Mrs. Crank took them back home
on Saturday. This plan was followed for
Several weeks until eight females were
successfully spayed. Mrs. Bea never
-once doubted Dr. Warner's Skill, but
she will admit that she was very con-
nerned over her cats gotng through the
,Juirgery, She would always wait at the
freest window-on-the days her estseame
home, hoping that they would be
Iiirtght '
When the Christmas season started,
Mrs. Bea decided to hold up on spaying
her Other females until after the first of
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 7, the 97th
day--ef, 1977. There are 268 days left in
the year. -
Today's highlight in history: '
In 1927, the find successful long-
distance transmission of television took
place, with the sending of an image of
Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Hoover from Washington to New York.
On this date:
—In 1788, the oldest settlement in
Ohio — Marietta — was founded.
- —In 1898, Congress organized the
Mississippi Territory.
—In 1945, in the Pacific War, U.S.
carrier planes sank Japan's largest
_battleship. the "Yarnato."
—In 1947, the onto pioneer, Henry
- Ford, died at the age of C.
—In 1953, the Swedish diplomat, Dag
Hammarskjold, was elected Secretary-
General of the United Nations. '
—In 1971, the Communist Chinese
government invited an American table
- +tennis team to visit China.
Ten years ago: Israel and Syria were
fighting their biggest air battle in 19
years.
Five years ago: Former President
-Lyndon B. Johnson was hospitalized for
a heart condition at a hospital in
Charlottesville, Va. -
One year ago: Chinese Deputy Prime
Minister Teng Hsiaoping was deposed
and Hun Kuofeng named Prime
Minister.
Todity's birthday: Actor James.
Garner is 49. ,
Thought for today: "Most people are
about as happy as they make up their
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'the year. Unfortunately, at this time,
some of her cats became seriously ill
and began to die. Dr. Warner diagnosed
the trouble as a respiratory disease and
prescribed a drug that had to be given
twice a day.-to each sick cat. So began
Garrott's Galley  
'Reading the Main' On CB
Is An Education In Itself
Hy M. C. Garrott
I enjoy my, Cifradio. I don't do a lot Of
talking on it, but I enjoy listening to the
chatter, or "reeding llie, mail" as the
addicts-. call it. Only on 'One occasion
have I heard .obscene Janguage used.
I'm sure that's a difficult problem to
control for this Federal Communicatilin
Commission (FCC), but, no doubt, they
have ways of doing it:
Some of the local "handle/IP I hear
"modulating" most frequently around
here are Bubbles, Peppermint Patty,
Coldwater Kid, The Hugger, Stump
Daddy, Rainbow, Square Root, Chrome
Dome, Momma Chrome Dome, Fat
Albert and a few- others. Pippermiet
Tarry's. Now Mrs. Arthur L Shaw, she
lives in what used to be the Davey
Crockett Hotel at Union City, Tenn.
The report card was issued when she
was a 10th grade student at the Sylvan
Shade School, some seven miles from
-Hickman in Fulton County. Her
husband, a Fulton County farmer, died
two years ago. The Sylvan Shade
School, although no longer used, is still
standmg, Mrs, Tarry said, and she
recalled' being the bearer of "bye
letters" between Mrs. Shaw and her
husband when they were schoolmate
sweethearts. • •
They had no childreiLso ivhen Mr.
Shaw died, she had a big sale and sold
Patty and Bubbles, whotpelVer they are, virtually everithing they had. The box
.apperently are on the air 24 hours a .^ of odds and ends which Jim boughrand
day. They're going almost everytime I in which the old report card was found,'
.turn _ , _ apparently found its way to Calloway
I got a chuckle the Other day listening ' County throne' someone who had' at-
to a couple of fellows "modulating-" and tended thatsale. -
"10-4ing" back and forth. It went Mrs. John (Evelyn) Miller of Frank
something like this: fort and whose husband tried to teach
"104, good buddy! Thanks for the me to humble and stand on my head in
physical education classes here_ atbreak. Who've I got?"
"You've got the Dunlop," the second Murray State, is a sister-in-law qf Mrs.
voice replied. _ Shaw's.
"Dunlop?" the first came back, +++++-
puzzled. "I don't think I've ever Someone asked me the other day if I
modulated with you before. Where did had -bought my Easter outfit yet. The
you get a handle like that? 10-4." answer is yes. In fact, I bought it
"Oh, my belly has gotten so big it has several years ago. •
''done lopped' over my belt!" laughed
the second. I've been called a lot of names and
"10-4 on that!" came back the first have been described in a lot of ways in
and proceeded to ask "Old Dunlop" for my days, but never .quite like one lady
a 103V On page 1073 of my instruction who saw me recently.
manual it translates that to mean that Cathryn and I were at a meeting of
- he was simply asking for the correct some sort on the Murray State campus.
time. 
•
1. was across the room when she in-
laterl Ifahe-ean-manage to_ have this -i-++++ trcidncecl herself to one of the out-of-
many females operated on to prevent Our request of last week `for in- town ladies present.
unwanted babies, then all the rest of us formation regarding Lyle Bacon, whose Oh," exclaimed the lady. "You're
can surely manage to have one or 1918-19 report card was found by Jim the wife of the fellow in the little brown
maybe even two Prittree, spayed.-There _ Hughes in some things he had bought at suit."_ _
are far too many homeless strays now a yard sale, has borne fruit. Mrs. Mack 0 y
without adding more! Please, take your (Louise) Tarry came to our rescue as ./
female dog or cat to the vet now and did Mrs. Evelyn Linn Allbritten and
have her spayed. You won't fegret it. Mrs. Ruth-Trevathan.
Not only will you have a happier pet, It was Mrs. TarrY, however, who " 
The Murray City Council approved
but you will also have done your port in really had the answers. In the first 
daylight saving time for the city and
helping to stop the .current raging - place, Lyle Bacon is not a man. -Shes a April 30.
clocks will be changed on the night of
overpopulation of dogs and cats, woman, and is a distant cousin or Mrs._ Calloway County High School Seniors'
. • • ,
Let-ter ---Tó Th_o_ Eciaor_L 
On Meditation
Dear Editor:
The author of The Meditators, spoke
on Transcendental Meditation over _the
air and -aroused my interest to read this
book. Doeflass Shah, a native of Delhi,
India and a former teacher of this
centuries - old T M, (which was not held
very high in India ) upoth•ccuning to
America, was startled to find it taking •
America by storm. _ ,
It was then that he wrote this book to
tell Americans and others that T M.dOres
not give the- real solution to the
problems of life. The half million folk in
America seeking for help through T M,
proves that help is really needed to
deliver them permanently from their
difficulties. Hearing of T M- meetings
being held in our countk makes mPso
-distressed that I wanted to write.
Although TM promises freedom from
depression, true peace of mind without
pills, a fruitful thought life, a new depth
of physical relaxation and health or a
-more active love life, Mr. Shah says T
M is only a temporary stop-gap
measure. Eastern meditations are
rooted in the kingdom of the world or
the devil, because they repeat words or
"mantra" to Eastern deities, which
may be either good or evil beings, says
Mr. Shah.
Our 'Christian meditation finds its
roots in the Kingdom of God, and
assures permanent solutions to our
problems, with deliverance through
Jesus.
As Christians, we need to know more
about worship through prayer and
meditation. All haVe been guilty of
praying without giving God a chance to
speak to us since listening is the hardest
thing to do.
Dr. E. Stanley Jones, who spent life
as a missionary to India, was for sixty
years a great Christian Meditator. He-
says we must establish-a-Listening time
before God and allow Him to speak.
Maybe we will not hear God's audible
voice peaking, but be impressed with
Scripture or some gisid thought, or
show a person in need: ,
In reading and meditation upon the
Word of God there is much strength.' and
even deliverance from the enemy, who
discourages us. Isaiah tells us in Isaiah
-10: 31, "But they that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength; -they shall
mount up with-wings of eagles; they
shall run and not be weary; and they
shall walk, and not faint."
We can cultivate this meditative state
of mind as we get alone with God each
day. Christ is the answer to all of our
problems as we learn to find relaxation
and strength in Him and God's Word. I
know this is to be true, personally, and
believe lack of "intaek" from God will
limit our "overflow" for Geri. Let us





The Spanish and French Clubs of
Murray High School would like to thank
the following people and businesses for
the help and support of their Mardi
Gras:
All those club members who worked
, diligently; the parents and the people in
the conimunity who came out to sup-
port us; and the following merchants
who donated materials and prizes:
Dale-Stubblefield Drugs, Wallis
Drugs, Holland Drugs, Scott Drugs,
Children's Corner, National Store,:-
Burnett's, Bel-Air Decor, DorMat
Fashions, Kroger,
T. V. Service Center, J& B Music-
Magnavox, Lindsey's, King's Den,
Corn-Austin, Buckingham-RaY, Enix
Interiors, I. G. A., Storey's, Johnson's,
'Parker's, Owen's, Big K, Furches,
Rose's, The Gallery, Little Toy Box,
tleton's, Murray Furniture Mart
the seieetions to satisfy Engen, a resat-cher at Brown eat nutritiously from birth
-natural taste and hunger • Univeisity. because studies show thatHirsch, Otasco, Family Shoe, Special As a result of his studies, Dr preferenCen for certain foods
Engen said, "We really eat what beam to develop in a matter of a
we have been tau& to eat, and few daYs• With this in mind.
we could be taught to eat-things -sugar and salt are now being
that are better for us. omitted from baby foods by cer-
"Good tastes are Ned, not tam manufacturers infants do
Fancy Plants, The Panhandler, The
Cherry's, Lerman's, Dennison-Hunt.
Ward-Elkins (door prize), Sherwin-
Williams, Boot Country, The
Stepladder, Lad & Lassie, Ryan's, The
Place, Bookmart, Western Auto, Crass
Furniture,
Coldwater Blues; The Treasute
House, Behr's, Tom letcAn's, 
Thurman's, Mademoiselle, P. N 
Lit-
ea112
darned -for Who's Who this year are
LeJeanna Paschall, Larry Wilson, Lea
----Anne Larript r, Glenda
Dale, William Ross, Sheri James, Keith
Stark, &man Williams, Billy _Hendon,
Faye Fulton, Nelson Murdock, Brenda
AigeS, Mark Cunningham, Edna
Farris, Ranny Young, Patti Sholar, and
Glen Chancy. _
Henley, age 71, and M . Laura Dee
Dettbs reported inclukittrs. Calvin
Wilford, age 57.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
Jaycees are Gene Landolt, Charles
Simmons, George Metcalf, Richard
Knight, Buel Stalls, Jim Irby, Phillip
Rogers, and Gedric Paschall.
Births reported include a girl, Lisa
Michele, to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Gray
Robinson on March 24.
20 Years Ago
The_Murray City Council has voted
unanimously to keep "slow nine" in
Murray this year. Several councilmen
said•rnuch confusion resulted last year
in Murray -when part of the town was on
fast time and part on regular time.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray was
elected as first vice-president of the
First District PTA at The spring con- -
ference held at Paducah Tilghman
High School.
Births reported include a -girl, Minna
Gail, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee
Tucker on March 73.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Moyer left
today by airplane for a business trip to
Montreal, Canada.
"The Tall Men" starring Clark
Gable, Jane Russell, and Robert Ryan,
and "Dangerous Crossing" starring
Jeanne Crain and Michael Rennie are
the features showing at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre.
OPINION PAGE]




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Only fools rush into arguments over
whether the right people won the movie
industry's Oscars and even though
' "Rocky" in one sense did net-measure
up to the lavishness we normally expect .
0( on award-winner, we have to expresa
some,. satisfaction at it being selected -
for the best-picture award this year.
The film, itself, will have to stand on
its own merits,
What impresses us is the incredible
• story of how it came into being as the
brainchild • of Sylvester Stallone, -the
man .who white it and Starred in it.
The motion picture industry„ like
some other's in America, tends to be the
captive of its own formulas for succesS.
— the corporate mentality that
squeezes- out the maverick. By Sc-
cepted standards, Mr. Stallone's-
chances of breaking into the movie
business were zilch, and his film, made
on a shoestring, might hive looked to
movie moguls like a poor candidate for
an Academy Award.
'Rocky-" is one -man's dream come
true in defiance of every argument that
It couldn't happen. It gives us some
hope for the individual plugging away
with little to believe iq, except himself.
0+0
If you have not yet seen "Rocky," it
will be showing at the Cheri Theatre
through Wednesday, April- 13.
The film, even though its predictable,
Business Mirr.or
sentimental story line depicts a rags
to riches climb in typical Hollywood
style, is enjoyable.
0+0
By the way, in case you hadn't
noticed, Tommy Brown added- another
feather -to his cap with this year's
Academy Awards presentations.
'For the fourth year in a row, the
winner of the Academy's. best-picture
award has been showing at one of the
Murray Theatres on the night of the
Oscar Show. '• -
' Previous winners showing here,
before "Rocky" were "The Sting"
(1974), "The Godfather, Part II"
(1975), - and "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo4 Nest" (1976).
0+0
The new hospital adininistrator in
Orlando, Fla, insisted on being involved
on every, level.
At a staff 'libeling, a doctor was
lecturing to the resident physicians,
"Now, all of us know whatihe inside, of
a corpuscle is like..."
The administrator interrupted,
"Most of us do, but you better explain it.
for the bepefit of those who've never
been inside one."
0+0
If a growing object is both fresh and
spoiled at the same time, the chances





NEW YORK (AP) — Perhaps we are
nearind; the hard decisions in our quest
for an energy policy, the ded2iorfs that
art-bound to hurt sismebody or-other,
maybe even the President who,
proposes them.
• -The reason Tor such an atstannent Is
thatu sense of outrage already is being
heard in the corporate offiCes of
industry, which fear -Washington will
encumber rather -than resolve the
problem.
As a good many executives view the
situation, Washington is about to write,
still another script that will have an
unintended-and even-disastrous endings
Would the author please step aside and
let the-Story unfold naturally, they ask?
It is government action, through
price controls, for example, that
created -the energy shortage, says
Thomas A. Murphy, chairman 'of
General Motors. It is further govern-
ment involvement in the free market
that could make it worse, he adds.
"America's energy crisis, I am sorry
to say, carries a label that says 'Made
in America.' And the energy crisis is
not three or four years old; it is really
about 25," Murphy told a group of sales
.,executiVes here a few days ago.
It began in the .1950s, according to
Murphy, when the government decided
that Americana were entitled to energy
at a price cheaper than the free market
would have set. And- se it-- imposed-
controls over natural gas prices.
"So our coal supplies remained
largely untapped, while the reserves of
gas have been severely reduced," said
Murphy. And then oil prices were
controlled beginning in 1970, making us
more dependent on foreign oil, he ex-
plained.
.! Why ,"is Murphy so exercised?
Because it's been said that the Carter
energy package, due April 20, Tight
seek excise taxes on large cars and
rebates on small cars so as to conserve
energy.
Murphy suggested the government
understood neither people nor market.
Unforeseen problems, he saittinight
include layoffs, ac rise in foreign im-
pi:iris of 'small cars, and a refusal of
owners to trade in their-big fuel-eaters
for the new models.
The people at Owens-Corning
FibeitTaircirg. are NO as upset : The
_ pro.pool that worries thertils...thal_91_
William Rosenberg of- the Federal
Energy Administration that would have -
utilities insulate all private homes.
This, says, Charles Peck, group vice
president, might stop do-it-yourself
insulation "dead in its tracks," another
victim of a scriptwriter who failed to
see the ending to-the-very story he was
writing.
Peck claims that in the . past 30
months eight million homeowners have
added insulation. The thrust of his
opposition is that homeowners are wise
people and are already thinking far
ahead of the government men.
By the time such a proposal is cleared
through legislation, the momentum of
do-it-yourself will have been lost, Peck
fears. And it would be deadly to 30,000
building products retailers who,. would
have lost that business. ,
The script,. says Peck, is obvious and
simple.
"The focus, should be on accelerating
and strengthening ongoing programs
with demonstrated results," he said,'tbn,
new programs thaT dissinalr
what is-a iready-ornitzr-war'
Bible Thought
When our enemies heard that . .
God had brought their lpunsel to
nought, . . . we returned . . . every
one unto his' work.- Nehemiah 4:15.
God's people ought to he diligent
in all their responsibrloties letting
God take care of those who would
oppose them
Occasion, Showcase, Beale's Hard-
ware,
Jeffrey's, Settle-Workman, Twin
Lake Office Supply, Gene & Jo's, Poppy'









By J1, Blasi:warm. M •
Q. Mrs OA wonders if it is
true that a child's body craves
the foods that are needed and
that the proper ones will be
ten if the child is allowed to
. A. Unfortunately, such natural
selection of food by a child will
not take place. Within general
limits, the amount of water, salt
and total caloric requirements
will be sought by the child's
body, but proper balance and
foodstuffs will not necessarily be
followed. Left on his or her own.
the child may eat an excess of
'lank" foods containing so-called
empty calories •
This matter was discussed-at a
• recent rneking of the American
A.WoCiation for the—KdVariee,
ment of 'Science by Dr. Trygg
to control what children eat so
they will prefer what is good for
them, rather than providirdr
what they want as though one is •
running a restaurant.- corn-
- merited Dr. EnAen. as reported
later in the-Chicago Tribune.
Children should be taught to
born, and effort should be made not fru* these additives if they
are never included in then; diets
A child shaskl not be forced to
eat a particular food at a certain
tune. However, by reward and
,
Wasingarne
tactful suggestion, children can
be taught to eat properly, includ-
ing vegetables and other
nutriUmis foods. ' --
Excesses of sweets and
starthel should not be readily
available and eaten between
meals. A good -appetite and
moderate hunger at mealtime
encourage the child to eat ap-
propriate foods Placed before
him or her This sort of habit
routine may also help to avoid
an intake of an excess of calones
that encourages childhood
obesity and. may create over-
weight problems in the adult life
of a fat child.
-
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AWARD WINNERS-The special award winners in the Magic Tri Bowling League ore from left to
right, Deborah Boyle, high individual game; Bonnie Mohundro, most improved bowler; Wanda
Brown, high average; and Connie Jones, high individual series.
FIRST-P4ACE TEAM -Johnson' Grocery was the first-place team in the Magic Tri Bowling
League. --Members of the team are from left to right, Barbara Hendon, Mary Harris, Gladys Ether•
ton, Verona Grow and Isabell Parks.
SECOND-PLACE TEAM-The Bank of Murray was the second place team in the Magic Tri
Bowling League. Team members are from left to right, Linda Hunt, Judy Paschall, Becky Nance,
Linda Hodge, Marsha Hargrove and Zondro Borrow.
Penguins' Games All Same,
P
i
rates Join Baby-Foce- 5-3. In
Ali Schedules Another
'Patsy' For Title Bout
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
• AP Sports Writer .
NEW-YORK ('AP)— "You
ask, :Well who is he?" said
Muhammad All. "You didn't
• know who Jimmy Carter_ was
until he won."
The .hegvyweight champion
was talking about his
scheduled May 18 title defense
again Alfredo Evangelista of
Spain at the Capitol Centre in
Landover, Md.
"I'm gonna take this fight
seriously," All said at a news
'tonference Wednesday to
formally announce his first
fight since his disputed, but
unanimous decision ovet Ken
,Norten.last Sept. 28.
Theo:in:Abe:next _breath All
was talking about fighting the
wiener of a Jimmy Young vs-.
winner of the May 11 Ken
Norton-Duane Bobick fight.
Qf course. BObick could be a
problem, for AR even before '
they meet inthe ring.
Madison Square Garden has
sued All , for damages,
claiming be breached a
zontract..14...fight ..Bobick, and _
has asked for an injunction to
restrain All from fighting
anyone until he meets Bobick.
'11 decision by a federal. judge
in Chicago could come next
Monday:
Young was on .the dais,
struggling to keep a straight
face. .Evangelista was there,
too, playing. the traditional
role of an . All opponent
second -
The 22-year-old Uruguayan
native, who became a Spanish
citizen 10 days ago, lost his
last fight on an eight-round.
decision to Lorenzo Zanon of
Italy Feb. 8.
But despite the loss he has
what it takes to get a
heavyweight title shot - a
contender's ranking - so he'll
fight All and not Italian Alfio
Righetti who generally was
expected to get the fight.
Evangelista is listed as No. 8
in the World Boxing
Association's rankings and
10th by the World Boxing
Council. _ .
His loss to Zanon in
Evangelista's home town of
Bilbao made his record 13-1-1
according to The Ring Record
Book, and 16-1-1 according to
Eddie--Mafuzr-Hvengelista's
American representative.
Mafuz, who also interpreted
for Evangelista, said all the
victories were by knockout.
Some of the victims include
ie • .oetted-, Rudi-Lubbers,
Bepi Ros and Lucien
Rodriquez.
For the opportunity to prove
"that he has the ambition and
the.. ability to be 'the
heavyweight champion"
Evangelista will get $85,000.
All is guaranteed $2.7
million for the fight, which
will be carried live by ABC as
part of a television
tripleheader. The other two
fights are not. set, but one
could • be a World Boxing
Council junior lightweight title
-defense by Alfredo Escalera
of Puerto Rico against Tyrone




The first hit of,f-- John
Montefusco today with riot only
be a blow to his ego, but to his
pride as well.
The San Francisco pitcher
who believes he cap do
anything will try to do
something.oely one person has
ever done faha.seba - p
two consecutive no-hitters.
"I'd really _like, to pitch
another 11041iikr . kricapg I.
may never get the chance
again to threw two in a row,",
Montefusco said as he'
prepared to pitch the Giants'
opening game against the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
Montefusco, a swaggering
right-hander who pitches as
good a game as he talks,
hurled a no-hitter against the
Atlanta Braves in his final
appearance of 1976 - losing a
perfect game by walking a
batter in the fourth inning. •
If Montefusco manages to
•
(MURRAY LEDGER t;0 TIMES)
P.
Montefusco Out To Get
Another No-Hit Game
hold the Dodgers hitless in
today's game at Los Angeles,




against the old Boston Braves
and Brooklyn Dodgers.
Montefusco, a 16-game
winner last season, is matched
tr---ittor-vgaintit--Doiro-Sutto&r--the
Dodgers' 21-game winner of
1976. A year ago in_ their
operiet At San FrancisCor the
Giants heat the Dodgers with
the same pitchers starting.
The game is one of eight
baseball openers on the
second 4y of the major
league seasitli. -
Elsewhere, it's St. Louis at -
Pittsburgh and New York at
Chicago in National League
inaugurals. In the American
League, Chicago will be at
Toronto,,-,Kansas City at
Detroit, Teisis at Baltimore,
Milwaukee at Neti- York and
Cleveland at Boston.
In Wednesday's traditional
opener at Cincinnati, the Reds
defeated the San Diego Padre
night, the California Angels
•
Kuhn and American League
President Lee Mac-Phail,
The 23-year-old Tanana,
19-garne winner in 1976, was in
trouble only in the eighth
inning. Ruth, one of three
highpriced . free agents
acquired by California during
the off-season, collected three
hits for the Angels,-- •
- Rookie managere•--etill-te
starting on both sides
Los Angeles-San Francisco
game. Tom Lasorda has
replaced Walter Alston as the
Qodgers' field boss and Joe
Altobelli -is the new Giant
manager, taking over Bill
ftigney'ob.
"Ferguson Jenkins has been
nominated to pitch the opener
for Boston against Cleveland's
Dennis Eekersley. A crowd of
35,000 is expected -at Boston's
Fenway Park.
Besides the openers
Thursday, California will play
the second of its five-game
series at Seattle with Nolan





Pittsburgh Pirates and St.
(AP)-The game ever as a 1i:tanager, ()Masson auto crash.
coach or player. The weather forecasters young-lwinner Randy Jones. murray Iggh opened I.-
• spoiled-othe debut-of
Look, No More Beards expansion Seattle Mariners
- • _ 
with a 7-0 victory.
Cesar Geronimo smashed a Beat Callow
two-run--homer-----and,- -biome; - -Ken-- .1 - • - _
GrilTey drilled three' hits as n Dual M
Louis Cardinals, both under Rapp, mentioned as a were predicting temperatures The chilly season opener season Wednesday afternoon
feoarltltittiateo wi n gtir . tlru r t a ugh ' 5 20 . per, cent chance of , e... Ai
Pirate. job fn.the Osier gametiMe, With a attracted 51.937 at _ftiverfront at the Murray Country Club by
basem nshavabautnggerst_lis,teatriuei!l'asa thaflm62tth-gamn:ei
retirement, later signed with precipitation. 
•"+,"-Uln despite a three-melt winning a 186-179 dual match
separate _the men4rom the the cardinals to replace the . A light. snow fell as 
the 
snowfall prior to the game and- over Calloway county.
, fired "Red-Schoefidienst. i Pirates, bundled in warmup to -14 edegrees 
ratures which dropped It was also the opening
-jail -Reoss-wsrtn-ptteh-for-- . Rapp remembers--his fird-Letekets, were paraded  eligHsetec,. 
with 'the wind- ma -
-pittrintrovin-todars_opener, ...sei.zson opener asii17:ygir-.9_10 though downtown, Pittsburgh:5. •• veteraniaftaanttec w
. He still spoils 
minor leaguer with the Ca his blond I" - at 11- Lin; Wednesday in a Fryman. the National
moustache, -Tut . new dhiais tarm.tealn in  Merton. "Rues areBaelt" motorcade.-:- -Thuguesiddest-starfarid .
banned beards an the pirate-. - -"I --gorthree -hits in -my -_- the Pirates attended a lucheon ., his hot outing with
After the 10-minute' parade,. survived a shaky. manri.Clutet_Tanner has Ohio. . ... .
club in a public relaUonsmOve oPener,-i-nduding -a triple t.0- at Three Rivers Stadiumi, i Fryman walked
aimed at boosting attendance tzehter he said-
•
where , they ',held ' _a _ brief • innings, while
- ''We're an. in, this _togethet-, :I WU _excites1:_..,14/ knees workout later Wednesday runs and
. - -111h,':
- Fans Boo At Home Or On Road 
We're trYing to get PeoPle-in
die park," 'Fanner said after
ordering the smooth cheeks in
spring training. '
By Tbe Associated Press the Maple Leafs. By winning, game. But a scheduling boo. New Cardinal Manager
The Atlanta Flames . and New York, Buffalo, Los boo at Chicago Stadium gave Vern Rapp went further. He
Minneseta North-Stars_leturn Angeles and Toronto would tonight to a rock group, which issued an edict against both
home tonight hOping to advance to the playoffs has an unbreakable concert. beardsand moustaches. •
deadlock their best-of-3 quarter finals "There's nothing really we The .loss of his Fu Manchu
opening-roirnd - -National Waiting in the wings- to join could do *Wet that," _ -said _ moustache . was especially
Hockey League playoff series, the first-round survivors are. Coach Bill White. trying for Cardinal. relief
The Pittsburgh Penguins„ • the four division champions - - Center Pit Martin, noting. pitcher- Al "The Mad
. meanwhile, hope to stay alive the Montreal Canadiens, that-the Hawks have the worst Hungarian"-- -Hrabesky, who
-.------orrthe-road-while-the -Chicago- --Philadelphia Flyers, _Boston_twoord_otiAue g playoff  _or has filed a protest threue the
Black 'Hawks, who will tie. Bruins and St. Louis Blues. tries, even sound a bright spot. players union.
_wearing home uniforms. Will , The- Black Hawks, with "There's no prepuce on Nonetheless, Hrabosky. was
- nonetheless have. their backs Tony Esposito- starring in us ," he said ' . - • , - baby-faced and ready in the
_ against the wall of the New goal, seemed on their way tort Buffalo also had to rally-to- -bullpen today in the event
York Islanders' _ . Nassau stunning upset of the Islanders beat -the North Stars. But the Cardinal starter John Denny
. ii until._ third period goals by Sabres did it early c taking only : faltered-against a Pirate team- h da wha
Tonight's second games in Denis ' Potvin, . Billy 48 se'Eoii- da-U-iii, 101t-iiitidelt-eeramPeti4or-sPoad- - 
the c oice each y on t
-the" iiitieciVe---SelitS-- 'find Maeltillean, Bob 
n 
e...and., stimeauts seat ... _ _ This is a team ths will combination the 
team wears,
Chicago at .New York, the J.P. Parise turneN-ldeficit 
o Robert Murtaugh, who died last fallR'lffaos ene , 




Buffalo Sabres at Minnesota, into a 5-2 triumph. "I was very surprised the baseball," Tanner Pledged
men to hang the day s choice
wh
Danny
'the ' Los Aegeles. Kings -at • OrtliiipTtly„ the Hawks way they came at us,". said He. succeeds the 
in front of each locker so there
-Atlanta and the 'Pittsburgh should have -had the borneborneice-e• Bu 
will be no confusion.
___ „Penguins -in Toronto to meet -aduantage---fig--the second scoredlwice- "'I was amazedafter retiring - as Pittsburgh l'w9,. of the designs caintt
,  how hard they worked. There manager. Murtaugh's No. 411 from Japan, and.that drew a
, IS no doubt in my Mind that jersey was to he presented to . spring protest from a
--Mei can skate with iis,but our his widow, Kate, before domestic - uniform
experience _ in the playoffs ,today'sgaMe,. - . 
manufacerre association.
could be the telling factor." While today's game marked ,..___Tke Itrst ball was 
to
 be
Atlanta doesn't lack for Tanner Niftional League ww°_,....." out by Alberta Moose,'
confidence despite its managing debut, it was Tft°,,,_,..°1 
Moose, 
late,,,,rir_aattpit-
, opening game setback. Rapp' first major leigiie' cuè  I" 'ewe' ''''' ''" an
' -•-•




(April 8 and 9)
Bar-B-Que Ribs
Bar-B-Que Chicken




You Have To See These
Prices to Believe Them






R D▪ 't d
Bquchard. "We've got to get k.
the whole team going and.
-involved inthe game." „.,`"
To- Pittsburghi---J-ean Not Being In Spotlight
Pronovost, there's no, -.1dif- CINCINNATI (AP) .-, ,Pet e problems with the Reds. A few
ference between a hotrie and Rose didn't mind not being the hours after his arrival, he and
road game. - , ._._ primary attraction when the Reds had met and reached
"We get booed here (Pitt- reporters swarmed into the a two-year agreement for a
sburgh )-, well get-booed there- Cincinnati Reds locker roont reported 6300,000 a year.
(Toronto)," he said. "It's the following ,an opening day When- the reporters finally
Same thing." ' victory over-San Diego. made their way to Rose's
In fact, he was glad to be locker Wednesday, he was
0 BASKETBALL - o - mica again' sharing the _Mere willing to 41k hasena-11
BOSTON - John- Haviieek - -spotitght----,- . than contract. - -,
became only the fourth player Only a day earlier, when die "I. haven't. gotten a hit off
in National Basketb611 team arrived Tuesday. after Randy Jones in two years,"
Asaociation history to break breaking ' spring training said the 38 year-old Reds
the 25,000 point barrier. Wilt camp, it was Rose who was captain, who kept his hitless
Chamberlain, Jerry West and besieged by -,single-mbided string intact by going hitless
Oscar Robert* ..are the _reporters. • In 0 ! Reds opening game.
others to reach the pfateau. "They were rnakiiig toolig "I MUM be 0-19 against
HAVANA, Cuba -The team a deal. of it," said Rose. "All him..,.Every time I face him,
of college players from South they wanted to do was talk he !Wks like Cy Young to me."--
Dakota were defeated 88-69 by about the tontrect. You can't 'Although' the ltitless 'string
a Cuban all-star team. Cuba overlook the stars on this Cotitimied alone a scoring
has won both games that have- .team.".. • . - training in which. he finished
'been played between -the Itaeenied annyone wanted with a .250. -batting average,
nations. . to talk about was his contract Rase was net concerned-
always shook inside my pants
as a player_." _
:Tanner too is an emotional
sort, epsecially when it comes
to baseball. • •
"I love the game," he says.
"I love it from the first inning
to the ninth even when you
lose a close one."
Meanwhile, the Pirates will,
"also put on display one set of
their flashy new uniformw.
ree fetaThey have ths parate , 
afternoon.
"Sure I'm optimistic. The
talent around here_ makes me
optimistic," said Pirate first
baseman Willie Stargell.
The Cardinals re mained -in
their hotel and called off a
scheduled Wednesday mor-







Reda.. Boone - bad a 40•-and Gary
In 6 14 Sullivan was two back at 41,
up tiwaa Nick Hibbard rounded out the
hits. top fottr for the Tigers with a
Frank Tanana 48. --- -
nine hits and Joe' Por the Lakers, Kevin
drovein four runs with a lytiogelo and Tommy- Fike
me run • and a double, each had 42's while Bobby
leading' California over
Seattle:The record Kingdome
crowd of 57,762, which
welcomed big league baseball
back do Seattle, included
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Fike had a 44 and Mike
Howard a 51 to round out the
Calloway County top four.
Both Murray and Calloway
will be -participating in a
triangular today at Mayfield.
one str4pedr-one,blaek.-  ancL. • The equity in your house
another-gold. And the uniform • et •
• terseys and liants are in- • IS Lixe money in your pocket
.terehangeable for a total of .
nine differentlooks.
Tanner himself will make -
Equity is *difference between- how Largo loans fur homeowners.
mudi_ your home is worth, and what 'You
owe on it. ' ,
les-a-valuable_assetuse
back a really big loan. For whatever you --
have in mind.
Real estate values are up, up, up.
SO the house you bought justa few
years ago ptObably would sell for &lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
• And the bigger your eqtuty, the more
can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
here, Right now.
Maybe the money you're too-king for
already in the house.









$2.500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,51 2.16 17.80%
83.500 $ 90.41.,60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%




Phone : 753-5573 • -
Charles Marcussen Mgr.-















































































































































'PAGE THE MURRAY, Ity , LEDGER a TIMES, Ihiersday,iiell
"Pro Cage
Standings




W L Pet, GB
49 30 .620 —
Boston 41 38 .519 8
NY Knks 38 41 .481 11
Buffalo 30 50 .375 191/2
NY Nets 22 57 .278 V
Central Division
y-Houst 49 31 .613 —
Wash 47 33 .588 2-
S Anton- 44 36. .550 5
Cleve 42 37 .532 Ott
N Orins 34 48 .425 15
Atlanta 31 49 • 4388 18
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
y-Denver 49 30 .620
Detroit 42 37 .532 7
Chicago 42 38 .525 71/2
Kan City 40 39 .506 9
Indiana 35 46 .432 15
Milwkee 28 52 .350 21-2
Pacific, Division
y-Los Ang 51 28 .646
Portland 47 33 .588 41/2
_Goldn St 44 36 .550 71/2
Seattle 39 41 .488 121/2
Phoenix 32 47 .405 19
y-clinched division title
Wednesday's Results
Houston 164, Boston 93






Indiana at New York .Knicks
Denver at Cleveland
New York Nets at Golden
State
Kansas City at Phoenix
Friday's Games
New Orleans at Boston
New York Knicks at Buffalo
Houston at Chicago
Philadelphia at Detroit -
Atlanta at Milwaukee











Jim Calvin Knoinrs Ropes
EDITOR'S NOTE-Basketball recruiting doesn't begin
Next Wednesday. That's just the day when players are first
I„. Awed to sign national letters of intent. Instead, basketball
recruiting never really begins, because it never really ends
-It's-a life, a was, two days stranded in a roadside restaurant
because a snowstorm has closed all the roads. Murray State
assistant coach Jim Calvin has been there. This is the first of
a two-part feature on Jim Calvin, THE recruiter. M. B.
ByMIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When Jim Calvin arrived in Murray, be did ho with a
beeg-anta blimP• /011 and eVerYthin YsAl
the backend of a pickup thick.
It was in 1974, shortly after a tosnado had devastated his
home hi Indiana, that Calvin came to Murray State to accept
the offer from Fred Overton to be the new assistant coach.
Calvindidn't even quite make it to Murray State. His car
broke down and be wound up coming Into Murray in the back
of a pickup.
It's been in eternity since then really: Thousands and
thousands of miles, perhaps as many phone calls as miles,
and of course, the Salesmanship.
Jlin Calvin is a recruiter, a darned good one too. And In a
few mere days. he'll reap the rewards for his efforts which
seemionever (spank 
Nest Wednesday. Anti 13. is the al* day a Osshethall
Player cap sign a national letter of intent.
"I guess my whole season reallii tong down tO about a•
itionth," Calvin said as he sat in his office, just after
receiving V call from Lee Rose; who two weeks ago was
basking in the spotlight as he had. taken his cinderella
Charlotte team to the final four of the NCAA Tournament.
"I guess I've sent nut what yen call feelers to about 2,000
prospective players this season. And my ears are actually
sore because I've spent so much time on the phone," Calvin
added. -
Over in one corner of the basketball office Is a large file
cabinet. Ws-there where the ingenuity of Jim Calvin lies.
"We like td try and avoid being impersonal-and sendingout
form letters. i know when I was basketball coach up at East-
Noble that when one of my kids got a form letter, it wound up
-lithe trash can:
""Our letters do not look at all like form letlert. Say for
instance if we are after a recruit named John, then we'll have
maybe 15 or 20 letters printed up and they 'U all start oft 'Dear
John.' • '
It reallc-, 'rooks' good to the kid to niéthr"Dear Jahn has'The fans want me to play- proceeded almost without crowd mtc screaming frenzy.
not just been typed in and it sort pf disappoints a kid when he
track team will be host to 11
The Murray State Women's .'They tell me sob thousands of interruption while Palmer Palmer._ won his .
Can tell that on someletters he gets,4he name isin different -letters. So • I play play was besieged by hordes Masters in .1958, the year heteams at the Murray State got a two-stroke favorable ,.type than the body of the lettir," Calvin added:perhaps more than I should. ,meir voicing encouragement 8 
First, there's Aaron. The file has just about every con-Invitatkonal meet Friday at ,'I'm inspired', but -.this "Go get em, -Anne," goggle._ _ruling_ altar irribedding a ball -the-Roy -Stewart-Stadium
a sertour "eyed lacties,.-and--tykes- no- , 
in the bank an _reasciiiiiiivie,firstand ntamraile!tiy-you, m.Poadtuldthingactime aunpaidwithjnn. quiCalv t:
track
-
Carvin has class. fleralways-been a winner and during his
first two years as assistant coach at Murray State, it was
tough being part of ilosing program.
But he and Overton have a rather odd relationship.
"I thank God for working for the guy I do. My first year
here was tough, afterall; I'd been a head coach for 14 years
and worked, in a system at East Noble that produced $50,000
per Year)it lust basket:1)0. . -
-There 's been times when fired Overton -andi have nearly
- •
— —
'BRED OUTFIELDERS - The °Wielders for Hie Morrie Rote Thoroughbreds this seesea are top
row, left to right, Tom Fehn, Bruce Austin, Derrell Nisivonger, Greg Tooley and Al Lolls. beat
row, John Siemenowski, Mike Johnson and Brown Crouch. —
(Si& noes by One sramilit)




AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) - It's
Arnie's Army - those
worshipping, unflagging fans
- that stoke the fire in Arnold
Palmer's golf clubs. But even -
then, Arnie says, the  fir0,,
,sometimes goes out.
"The fans - they're the
reason I'm still playing," the
47-year-old links legend said,
contemplating his 73rd tee-off
today in the Masters Tour-
namen`I don't feel that
much of an obligation to the
sponsors, the game itself or -
my personal pride any more.
Participants Wilrlit the early days I played MIFInrldIE behind •nff to finish as high as!
west Missouri, SouthernState' Indiana 
State, 
could - 10th or 15th., Today
Illinois, Eastern Kentucky,
that's not good enough. It's not,,_ high.
Mississippi College for ;" u urrne: winual3. "
Women, East Tennessee
ys:a
'Memphis State, Austin Peay, 
"I am sure it has cost metournaments. when I see 1
Southeast -Missouri
Western Kentucky, and earn win, itrtskes some-of 'theand_tire_inn. _-
Murr 4Y- • " " -Preliminaries will begin 'dr-
9 :30r-rir7field rVentssit-11:30
a. m. and .finals at 1 p. m.
Events of the meet will be ,
the 880-medley, 440-mile, and
two-mile relays; 100-yard
dash; 100-meter hurdles; 220-
yard dash; three-mile run;
mile run, 440-yard dash; 880-
yard run; 400-meter hurdles;
two-mile -run; penthathlon;
long jump, shot put; -javelin;
high jiMm, and discus.
Murriy, the defending
champion, has won half the
previous eight invitationals.
However, coach Margaret
Simmons figures the., field is
too" strong for her young
Racers this year. She says the
favorites are Florida State,
Western • Kentucky, Indiana--
State, and Southern • Illinois.
The Racers finighed third
back of the. host team and




STOCKHOLM ( AP) - The
Swedish Ice Hockey
Federation announced
Thursday it will cancel two
planned international games
against Czechoslovakia unless
the hosts allow all Swedish
sporta writers visas to the
country.-
The federation informed the
Czech embassy of its decision
after being told that two sports
writers of the Stockholm
evening paper Expressen
were refused visas.
The Swedish national team
was to play two warm-up
games against the Czechs
before the world hockey
championships, which begir




Palmer continues to create-
magnetic sparks in game,
Intoneo of the premier events
sports.
particularly here at Augusta
wher his popularity and flare
for drama turned the Masters
This was never more ap-
parent -than Wednesday, the
final practice day, when
Palmer played nine holes with
the defending champion, Ray
Floyd, and long-hitting Tom
Weiskopf, one of the tour-
nament favorites.
It was a oriesome and a
twosome. Moving from green
to tee Floyd and Weiskopf
b.gger than a sir:
"1 don't know ;AY the kids
keep coining • around," .Arnie
said, signing every sliver ,of
paper thrust in his grasp
Some weren't even born
when I began winning here."
Once when Palmer nailed a
drive down the middle of the
fairway, somebody in the
gallery yelled, „This is the
Year, Arnie." Then came an
echo from another direction,
"Yeah, if you'll start putting."
It hasn't been Arnie's year
s leea19n,whe
won





His hair-has streaks of gray
now. He holds a menu two feet
away .,to read the small print -
and lie cocks his. head when
spoken to beoause his hearing
is not so god in one ear. But
he can still smash a golf ball
• off the tee and, even with an
ordinary shot _turn a golf
qualified for a second green__
coat in 1980;thqiping in forir
Ur* on the 17.
. •Fahner won in 1962 and
Nein in 1964, although he said
)11W3 the year his Mainz
steed going bad.
"I hurt= back in 1966," he
adlleiseerned all thez
game." • 
MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES).
Reds Use Geronimo's
Homer To Clip Padres
By NORM CLARKE that is the only homer get
AP 
sports writer • aLthis season," said Gerottirno.
CINCINNATI (AP) -Cese It was lin improbable
Geronimo's post-gale_haPPening In a day of,bizarre
0111111 ents Wednesday .41_,---evellt-s-
have left the San Diego Farea
cold-just like thelref -
The slender Cin _ Red=
centerfielder was o"aining
how he raised I- batting
average 50 points 1976 to a
career-high .307.
„/ quit trytr to hit home
,Wednesday dawned in the
- btrihplace of professional
baseball with three inches of
snow on,the ground and sub-
freezing temperatures. "I
thought they'd forget about
playing the game," said
Geronimo, who had seen snow
rans,„ said oonimo, who only once before in his life.
, homers last Overcoming _numb handshad only t
and a rusty 'swirir'- hé-season.
His twrin homer off Cy deposited one of Jones' elusive
,Ard winner Randy sinkerballs over the right field
5 .1iesday bi ake a 2-2 fence.Jones I
tie tiggered a 5-3 victory "I was just trying to hit the
for Evild champion Cincinnati ball. It was a good pitch, just
.ajor league baseball's below the knees. I think it wasin
sem opener. The series' where he wanted it," said
Ames Friday with Pat Gerbnimo, a native--4- the
achry, 14-7, facing San Dominican Republic.
Diego's Brent Strom. The bad weather conditons
"I wouldn't be surprised if didn't keep a sellout crowd of
51,937 fans from showing up at
Riverfront Stadium. But the
show they saw was straight
out of the sandlots, with
routine plays turning into
adventures.
Reds Manager Sparky
Anderson called it a
"horrible" game.
"I thought somebody was
going to get killed out there,"
he said, referring to the
weather-related misplays.
"I doubt if anyone could
played-well out there, not even
a hOckey team," said Padres!___
Manager John McNamara,
grumbling about the 14-degtee
wind-chill factor.
He blamed the loss on a case












Highway 641 So. - Murray, Ky.
gave away the ballgame by
giving .them a couple extra
outs. If the Reds get more than
, three, outs. per inning, they'll
tU1 you." said McNamara,
citing. errors by Gene
Richards and Mike 'vie that
kept innings alive.
He pronounced Jones' arm
sound, saying "he vrasn't as
sharp as we've seen him, but
those were unusual cir-
cumstances."
In his last five innings Jones
gave, up all fiveruns canine
-MC- "I - -made too , many -
mistakes," said the two-time
20-gamewinner. -
He said his ill-fated pitch to
Geronimo was "a sinker that
stayed afloat. It, was supposed
to be down • and away and
there's no way that ball leaves
the park Instead, it was up
and in." -
He added; "I've got to say
overall I thought I had good
stuff." •
The victory went to soon-to-
be 37 Woodie Fryman, the
dean of National League
starters. Rawly Eastwick, a
bust in spring training,
preserved the triumph with
three innings of one-hit relief.
Rookie Mike Champion and
lvie had three hits each for
San Diego. Ivie had a solo
homer and a double.
BOXING
NEW YORK - World
-heavyweight champion
Muhammad An will defend his
title • ifgariliat Alfredo
Evangelista of _Spain on May
16 at the Capital Centre in
Landover, Md.
gone down on the floor and went at it. We get into discussions
on clanging this or that. Ithink he likes the idea of not having
a 'yes' man around.
"I feel like I'm very active in the coaching process at
Murray. A lot of assistant coaches only go out and recruit
But this year, I missed only two of our games.
• "Ilm very active in teaching the offense and Fred lets me.
have a lot of responsibility at the games. There's not mans'
assistant coaches that get to do all that."
Recruiting never really starts or ends. It's a 365-448 year
job.
Calvin's not the basic, fly first class, wine:- and dine
recruiter that many are.
Instead, he drives his -onn tar on fieitaing trips-to-nal
them Indiana and Illinois and of course, all over Kentucky.
He even drove to California last December:
.11ly_theory is when you are on a planyou are flying over
a lot of good ballplayers just to go 1Ooifàne ployer,:',he.
said. - .
Calvin is the "Indiana" connection-.
It seems Jim Calvin knows, everyone of any importance
and likewise, they know him. It helps Calvin get his foot in
doors where recruiters from Most schools as large as Murray
State can't even get theirlOot in the neighborhood. -
Mike Muff and johalLandall were.two of the very best
players in the Indent prep rinks before they came, to
'Murray. _
People around Gary, Hammond and Fort Wayne just can't
believe both smelt the same school. Though people in Murray
really don't know, there are a lot of Murray State fans in the
metropolitan areas of Indiane and thank Jim Calvin for that.
'In fact, within the next few weeks, there may be some
major surprises. One of them will be the fact that a former
Mr,.Badcetball in Indiana is transferring to Murray State.
There's one thing that burns Jim Calvin'up though. That's
the charge .that Murray State doesn't recruit locally or
regionally.
" Calvin destroys that theory:
"Three. year ago, the top player in the First Region Was
Keith Collins. He 'signed 'a national letter here last year after
he finished junior college but he decided he couldn't fit in and
•• be transferred to a smaller school.
"Two yearragoAhe top player in the First Region was
Eddie Williams. We signed him.
-"Lost year, the top player in the First Region was Gene
Roof. We signed him but he later decided to try professional
baseball."
. Sothat doenet convince anyone?
"Two years ago; the top player in the Second Region was
Vic Jordan. We signed him and he made a major contribution,
his fresiunan year biut gave us smile problems and we had to
let him go.
. "Last year, the top player in the Second Region was
Darrell Willett. We signed him and we also signed Duncan
AM, one of the top players- in Louisville. And we signed
Danny Jarrett, who is from southern
"We went after James Wells-two years ago at Calloway
County and we weren't even in his final five. Correct me if
I'm wrong but in the last 15 years or so, the only players from
around here to ever make it in college ball have been Bobby
Warren, Joe Ford, Stan Key, Wells and Billy Chumbler."
Of the 26 players Calvin has helped sign in the last three
years, 13 have been from Kentucky. •
Tomarow.:_ltawlltryousellidiuray State?
Sears Our finest tire ..
il-steel-belted radial Roadllandler
SteadyRideri  ShOCkS.







Ilwasaal firm our it77 Spam av Boat




tire outwears, on tamps,' ontetiritem-eft4- -
iiist plain outhandles our original Steel. Belted
Radial -the famous tire that beat the Baja.
The Road handler is built wit112 steel
our qr.pngest belting Material. Phis 2 radial
coral hotly-sillies for. the handling that made ra-
dial tires famous: See it .itoilay
Call Sears Today for A* RoadHaadlar Radial








at a gust wise
Sa rs
Scars 4i3
battery .• .. you never add ater
Wil Sil 99 in eV
It?? Sprigs St, boil $2791 triladici.hin1 2-%
• Npw ori•fle • Shipping, inItalktioa extra • Prices •re Catalog prices
_ Southsido Shopping Center



















Crown For First Time
By The Associated Press .
This, season, whnn someone
asks Rudy Tomjanovich,
"What's wrong with- the
Houston Rockets?" he can
finally answer, "Nothing!"
-Every season I listen to
'What's wrong? What does the
team need? Who 'will you
draft? What are the
probleins?'"- Tomjanovich
said. :'This year we're on
top."
And a good share of the
etedit goes to Tomjanovich,
v--.•1io-,--SC-O-r-R-28 points as
Houston tlefeated the- Boston.
Celtics 104-93 Wednesday,
night and 'clinched the
Natiolial_ Basketball.
Association's Central Division
title for the first time.
At's like coming out of a
cave for me," Tomjanovich
continued. "It's a great team.
, We've had no problems all
'year. It's,just all.the guys put
together. We go out and play
I can reiTiember 10 or-12 -
games we've been out of and
come back and won."
This wasn't one of them; the
Rockets led most .of the way.
When the Celtics, led by John
Havlicek, pulled within three
points_with just under nine
minutes remaining, three
.points by Mike Newlin and
Moses Malone's two free
throws broke it open. Newlin
finished with 21.
• Havlicek, playing in his 14th. 
proseason, broke the 25,000-
point barrier with a lay-up
midway through the second
quarter. He entered the game
With 24,994 points and seored
21 to become only the fourth
NBA player to score 25,000
„points.. Wilt- Chamberlain,
Oscar Robertson and Jerry
: • r West are thenthers. "
Houston had to win to clinch
the title because the runner-up
Washington Bullets edged the
Chicago Bulls -97-96.
Elsewhere, the San Antonio
, "Spurs walloped - the
Philadelphia 76ers 131-109, the
Denver Nuggets trounced the
Atlanta Hawks 110-95 and the
Buffalo Braves downed the
New Orleans Jazz 107-102.
BuBets 97, Bulls 96 -
Dave Bing came off the
•  bench to seore-I9-points_and
spark a fourth-quarter
  Wa4bington surge thathendtd
Chicago only its fourth defeat
in the last 22 games. The
Bullets overcame an 80-76
deficit and built a 97-90 lead
with 48 seconds to play, but
Chicago scored the game's
last Six points. Elvin Hayes,
who also had 19 points for the
missed three free
'throws with four seconds to
go, giving the Bullets the
game's last shot, but Norm,
Van Lier missed an off
balance 1,540oter at the
buzzer.
Spurs 131, 76ers 109
Larry Kenon scored 31
points and grabbed 14
rebounds to lead San Antonio.'
Kenon helped the Spurs to a
35-26 first-period lead with 12
points and was assisted later
by Billy Paultz, who had 21 for
the game. .
Nuggets no, Hawks 95
David, Thompson scored 28
points as Denver won its
fourth straight game and tied
a 31-year-old NBA record with
a 36-5 home ,mark. The
Nuggets took the lead for good
at 9:41 of the first quarter on a
three-point play by Bobby
Jones, By halftime it was 51-
36.
, Braves 107, Jazz 102
Randy Smith Scored 13 of his
25 points points in the fourth




By The Associated Press
American League
EAST W L Pct.
Etalt 0 .000
Boston 0 ' .000
Cleve 0 .000
Detroit 0 • .000
Milwkee 0 .000
N York 0 .000
Toronto 0 .000
WEST
Calif 1 1.000 —
Chicago 0- .809 ---ke
Kan City 0 .000
Minn 0 .000 1/2
Oakland 0 .000 ..14,
Texas 0 .000 1,2
Seattle 0 1 .000 1
Wednesday's Ruins
California 7, Seattle 0 '.
Only game scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago ( Brett 11)-12) at To- •
ronto (Singer 13-10).
Kansas City 1Splittorff 11-8 I
at Detroit I Roberts .16-17).
Texas (Blyleven 13-16) at
Ba'timore( Palmer 22-13).
- Milwaukee .iTravers 15-16) at
New York -(Hutter 17-15).
Cleveland (Eckersley 13-12
at Boston (Jenkins 12-11).













By The Associated Press
National League
East
W LPct • GB'
0
0 0. .000 —
0 0 .000
0 0 .000 —
e o - .000
West -
1 0 1.000 --
0 0 MO' 1/2
0 0 .000 VI
0. 0 .000 %
Houston 0 0 .000 42
S DiegO 0 t' .000 '1
• Wednesday's Result.
Cincinnati 5, San'Diego 3
Thursday's Games
St. Louis (Denny 11-9) at
Tittshurgh Reuss _14.-9)
New York (Seaver 14-11) at
Chicago (Burris 15-13)
San Francisco (Montefusco
16-14) at Los Angeles (Sutton
21-10)
Friday's Games
San Diego (Strom 12-16) at
Cincinnati ( Zachry 14-7), in)
Atlanta (Messersmitli 11-111







Murray Precinct S.lo, 4, Murray Precinct No. 8,
Providence, Hazel and Harris Grove.
To the Voters of District Istn, 1
It -has been my privilege to serve as your Magistrate in. the
Calloway County Focal Court for the past 3% years. I appreciate
the surfport and encouragement you have trven tpe. Much has
been leered from this experience and it has been rewarding to
serve you. It . was my desire to solve an the problems of the
people of my district, and the county as a whole, however, that
has not been possible. I want ta confinbe working with you in an
effort to find satisfactory solutions CO-those problems which are
unresolved as well as others which may arise in the future.
Sty-association with the other members of the Fiscal Court has
been pleasant and we feel much has been accomphshed for the
toztterment of our county through a spirit of co-operation and
sound judgment.
We have used the-road equipment on an equal time basis in
each district and I feel my district has received its fair share of
time and money. We feel that we have made a great im-
provement on your roads and bridges and that we have the best
mad program possible. We have been pleased to see the im-
provements in the road program and want to continue to work
which we have started for the benefit of all, particularly for the
school bus and mail routes and our farmers. This is one of the
reasons I want to continue to serve as your Magistrate for the
next four years.
Furthermore, we want to continue to be responsive to the -
needs of the Senior Citizens and the Youth of our community.
The various programs which receive a part of their funding from
teeour taxes are very important At the same time„it is my concern
that your tax money be spent sensibly and economically in
every area of county government.
For those of you who do not know me personally, I t‘m the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Bogard My Strife is.the tonne! Eva
W8ltlYS044. Our children are Mrs. Don (Judy) cureasrs Al (Shere)
railer and Kenny BogardI have been se-employed in gravel
and construction work for the past thirty years.
Your vote and support will be highly appreciated and if re-
elected I will continue to serve you with honesiy andtairness
Large Crisp Head
LETTUCE
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boxes for
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1 9 1/2 oz. 49'
; 7
Del Monte Cream Style d Whole Kernel
39'
CORN• - 170z 3/89'






• Come In and Register for Free Drawing
10 - Halves Tilt B.B.O. Ham
5 — Pit B.B.O. Shoulders
DRAWING SAT. 4-9-77
ENTRY BUNKS IN STORE —




I 5 oz• 89'
The Best Meats In Town
Emge Fully Cooked
HAMS 9V2 or whole lb. 7
Owens Famous Pit
Baked — 1/2 or Whole
HAMS
lb 198
U. S. Choice Tender Cut
RIB EYE
STEAK
















































Paid for by,die candidate
; 4.aml ..11111111, ••••-
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• 10 Lgshes For
Abby's Cat Slip
By Abigail Van Buren
DEift, ABBY: Shame on you for your non-answer to that
10-year0ld girl whose pet cat, Sinbad, kept running off to
be with ois girlfriend. •
You mased a Perfect opportunity to tell all cat-owners to.have theippets spayetl and altered. Just a few words from
you might have prevented the birth of thousands of un-
wanted kitttns who might end up in a decompression cham-
ber.
If you prim this; lots of purrs to you from Benny, Tobyand Phoebe who live with the Richards in Ridgecrea1.. CAW-
GAIL-
DEIAR GAIL: I'll take 10 lashes with icat o'nine tails for
my ale of omission. Thanks to you and thousands of other
read."' who wouldn't let me get away with it.
DEAR ABBY: Have you ever heard of Meals on Wheels'?
It is non-profit, privately operated service for the elderly
and landicapped who live alone and cannot prepare njeals
for themselves, and consequently are reduced to a diet of
'tea aid toast.
There are many such services scattered thr- OughOut'the
U.S.. and CanadiCiiiit because they are indepiiiirentlY
operited we don't know where they are.
Abby, you would be doing -a tremendous service if you
publish our address so we can act as a clearing house for
those who provide the service and those who need it. We
will provide a national list of Meals on Wheels kitchens,
and dstribute it for the price of paper and postage. • -
Out address: Meals on Wheels
Capitol Hill United Methodist Church




DEAR MR. SCOTT: Indeed I have heard of Meals on
Wheels and the wonderful service it performs. I consider it
a privilege to help coordinate your efforts.
DEAR ABBY: Before long it will be graduation time
again, and while I clsin't have time to keep up a correspon-
dence with many friends, I would like to let them know that
one of my children is graduating.
Please remind people. Abby, that an announcement is
not a solicitation for a gift. I cringe at the thought of people
feeling obligated (and many people do). . -
Should I state "No gifts please"? I do thinVit sounds
dumb. Maybe if you just print this, people won't get the
wrong idea when they receive an anndtincement.
FLORIDA MOTHER
DEAR FLORIDA.4--4-gradaados announcemeat_is_110
more than that and can adequately be sekkovriodsoil_by.,_
card or note of congratulations. . '
CONFIDENTIAL TO M.M.: hike the way" Mplcolin S.
Forbes put it: "Anybody who thinks money is -everything
has never been sick. Or is."
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know." send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (240 envelope
Eastern Kentucky Misery To
Begin As Record Floods Recede
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The quiet misery for eastern
Kentuckians will begin after
the record floods recede and
the immediate danger and
discomfort is over.
Every resident must return
to a home, and for those in the
path of swelling waters it
sometimes is a splintered
clump of lumber and shingles.
floating somewhere down-
stream.
But for the majority, home
often is a dwelling fouled by
the sight and smell of flood
leftovers.
The data so far shows
thousands homeless, several
dead, property damage
ranging up.to $100 milliOn in
nature's latest blow.
The statistics overwhelni,
but the human impact does not
register too clearly 1n an
Appalachian area where_
periodic high waters and coal
tragedies seem an inevitable
phase of existence.
And they occur despite a
much improved . flood
protection system and added
sa;fty measures in the coal
mines.
No matter how severe or
mild the, flood, perhaps the
most distasteful reminder is
the mud inside a home.
It is not the mixture of soil
and water that children hurl at
each other playfully, but a
slimy, disgusting kind that is
almost impoXisible to clean
thoroughly and leaves an
obnoxious smell in the
house—that remains long
after the dead are buried, the
injured cared for and .the
factories reopened.
The legacy of the mutt
rarely appears in the data,
except as an item in.totallne
property damages. -
What rarely shows up-on
souls estimates is the amount
of flood insurance- which
covers the loss.
Such figures are impossible




Wednesday it is not hard to
obtain flood insurance even in
the mountains where the
threat always is present.
Any automobile or truck
covered by comprehensive
insurance will include flood
loss, McGuffey said.
He said that most polities
for mobile homes—and there




expenses to move the mobile
home before the flood surges
over it.
McGuffey said that under a
federal flood insurance
program a number of ,eastern
Kentucky communities —
including the ones hardest hit
this time — are participating.
If the city or town qualifies
for such insurance by taking
certain protective steps to
ease the impact of routine
floods, homeowners are able
to get insurance through a





method of harvesting white
blood cells needed to save the
lives of thousands of cancer
patients has been developed
by a Pennsylvania doctor.
The technique can get
billions more of- a donor's hin
----411te—ITOod
firrAou3iiitlE0d1 and an be,[
used safely in-an)-hospital or
blood bank, said its originator,
Dr. Isaac Gjerassi, a blood
specialist with MercyCatholic
Hospital in Darby, Pa.
It is a development of "the
first 'order of significance"












OPEN FOR THE SEASON
CLOSED MON. & TUES 'TIL JUNE
7




-Jr.,- senior vice president for
research of the Amerinan
Cancer Society.
Some persons undergoing
treatment for cancer need
white blood cell transfusions
because anti-cancer drugs
often disable a body's
ery for making...A&
cells, which fight infections.
CtuTent harvesting of the
cells requires machines
costing $17,500 to $40,000. A
donor is hooked to the system,
which can separate white cells
and return the red blood cells
to the donor.
Perhaps 100,000 cancer
patients a year need this white
cell protection, but only a
small percentage get it,
Gjerassi said. Easy
availability of the cells also
could permit wider use of,
effective anti-cancer drugs, he
added.
In addition, the process
could be important for persons --
whose white cells were
depleted by other diseases or
for persons receiving tran-
splanted organs and taking




A pint of blood is taken from
a donor. The blood is spun in a
centrifuge that pulls , out
plasma and the platelets that
help make blood clot.
Then the remaining red and
white cells are suspended in a
saline solution along with a
starch that acts as a plasma
expander. This mixture is let
alone for 10 tali-itilittitet, Red
cells gravitate to the bottom of
the container, while white
cells float to the top.
The red cells are drained
and mixed with the plasma,
prevtously recovered, arid
transfused back into the
donor. This person' enriched
again with red cells, im-
mediately can donate another
pint of blood.
The white cells taken off the
top of the solution are ready to
aid cancer patients. Gjerassi
said.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance — Bonds — Reel Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murrwf, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
753-6434
federal government.
-" I might point out that these
insurance claims don't get
hung up in federal red tape,"
McGuffey said. "The in-
surance firm: uses its -.own
adjust*? and.makes its own
settlements' with
Policyholders"
Other state agencies dealing
with flood effects seem at a
momentary loss to Hazard a
guess on how the victims in
the mountains will fare alter
the waters' recede.
A spokesman in the Human
Resources Department, which
handles health, welfare and
unemployment matters, Said
that, "Until people start
contacting us, we have no idea
of the enormity of the
problem."
An aide in the Commerce._
Depaiiment said it would take
, •wook to compile --ettatigli




Yes, there are factories in
Kentucky's Appalachia —
more all the time as cities set
aside industrial parks to try to
wean themselves from
dependence On a coal
economy.
In addition, a steady trickle
of skilled workers is returning
home to a land which a decade
or so ago. rarely had use for
those skills because there was
not enough industry.
The net result is the rise of a
visible middle class in towns
where-aiciologists and visitors
used to see only extremes of
poor and rich.
However, the economic
distinctions remain and seem
especially apparent during the
tagh waters—for the homes of
the poor invariably have been
built on the lower lands which
go Under water first. •
Texgas on Lilroad Ave. has
just received a truckload of
gas grills.
. SCR
NOW is the time for you to buy a
top quality El Patio or Warm
Morning Gas Grill at low
discount prices. SAVE over 30%






YOU CAN -CHARGE II- AT
MOST RADIO SHACK STORES
These two credit cards are
honored at participating Radio
Shack stores Othei credit
plans may also be available
Details at your nearby store















Realistit proves hi-ti doeSnlItlave-to—
Jae  high' Listen to ra,Oio, play tapes.. and
• make lour own - Phone input
headphone jack, auto stop At 37% off
its well worth ai test-listen at The Shark P.
st • •




NIu WITH ,COUPON I Play and FM stereo to your
I car or .bi:toat, SttcererriOa/zsonio
Slide -.C1 ;art triftslate-S—E
0-rodt.s-en4 t.n4ta,11-- eheap-4o
jargon. Persons _ V
under 16 must be I
accompanied by adult I
Offer expires- '4-30-771
I ADDRESS  





59? j495 EA.40 1980
Realistic's MC 1000 delivers
dynamite sound rck a genuine




Realistic's CTR 39 portable.







you to music or 24- hoTiraiarm.
Snooze Bar, .Sleep Switch Big














499 5 3 49 5




even when system is off95
43 221 •
With 6h. wire and 9V
PAIR
RADIO SHACK'S -19-77 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OF OUR LOW 1975 PRICES
Phone 753-7100
Olympic Plaza 1 2th StreetStore Hours
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local Student Places Third
In Math Tourney At-MSU
Kenneth 'Toney, a senior at Marshall
CouritY. High Schoy,L. captiggd the ..$50a
scholarship top award Tiiesclify in the
annual Mathematics Tournament held
at Murray State University.
galley, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Toney, Route 3, Benton, won first place
in the, comprehensive competition, one
of four categories of the tournament in
which more than 300- junior- high and
high school studehts from 22 schools
•-•••••••••4
acrosiXest Kentucky participated._
A student qi.p.exihip-Son at. Marshall
County High; young Toney plans a.
- career in chemical engineering.
: • Phut 'Young, a senior at Paducah-
Tilghman High School, won the $300
scholarship second-place award in the
comprehensive contest, while Kevin
Bowen, a senior at Calloway County
.friigh School, was third, winning a $200
scholarship. Fourth place, a $100
MATH CONTEST WINNER--Kevin Bowen, a senior at Calloway County High
School, is shown receiving a $200 scholarship from Murray State President
Constantine W. Curris after_placing third in the comprehensive category 40
the annual Mathematics Tournament at the university Tuesday. More than
320 students from 22 West Kentucky junior high and high schools participated





lam &climatal:cif kit and Is. Clyde toberlson ly of Murray.
From early yeank I bane always desired to become an official of
*restive city,Ihrl I felon to consider my rimiest for yaw rote
for he City of *tray (Weil in the Democratic Primary Election,
May 24:
'As a permanent employee of Ike Fisher-Price orgartiretion, I am
confident I can reflect the desired wishes of Most of the working
people of OW city and all of-my life time neighbors.
If elected I want yon time people to feel lid to come to me and
_express row opinion at anytime.
(Nay, Tor isle will mean math to Me and please accept rim
grefilinle for my effort entended in my behalf.
Debbie lord
Political Advertisement Paid For By The Candidate
••••
scholarship, went to Mark Listemann, a
senior at St. Mary's High . School,
Paclueatt::
- In the Algebra I competition, Joan
Camrik, St. Mary's, Was the winner.
Stan Conn, Webster County High, and
. Brent Lents, Benton Junior High, tied
for second place, white Gina Sullivan,
Carlisle County, was third, and Diane
Cotham, Benton Junior High, was
fourth.
Randy Thompson, Marshall County,
was, the winner of the geometry com-
petition. In -second place was Jerry
Kelly, Murray High, while Rosalee
Larson, Tilghman High, was third, and
Dennis R, Foust, Marshall County, was
fourth.
In. the Algebra II cciippetiticin; the
winner was Rodney Vaughn, Paducah
Tilghman. In second place was David
klarvey, .Webster County; Bruce
Horning, Murray High, in third,-and
KevinliuKtoni—e'aducah Tilghman, o.
_
In the team competition, the Mar-
shall County team was first With
Murray High and Paducah Tilghman
tied for second. Third place went to the
St. Mary's team.
The tournament, sponsored by the
"A- Department of Mathanatics at Murray
"State, was under the direction of Dr.
Grady Cantrell, an associate professor
in _the department. The examinations
were constructed by members of the
Murray State mathematics faculty, and
the participants competed as in-
dividuals and as teams in the four
'betegories. •
7.•••4:;i1-744'i.4;1--•
Four New Members Seated On Executive Board, JPAHES
Four new members were Clark, UK;- Henry Hodges,
seated on the executive board Purchase ADD; Calloway
/4 of the Jackson Purehafie Area Coda), Judge Robert 0.
Health Edutation System at AlkIller; Larry Fowler, state
• its recent monthly meeting'. 'rroonfutator-AHES; Dr. Bob
New members are Dr. Rick Fields, surgeon; Dick
Canty, Ms. Marian White, Dr.
, Jerry Sells and. • RichardLewli..
At the meeting, the- beak
approved the Rural Health
'Preceptor, Project from the
University of Louisville. The
project win fund seven senior
medical students to study in
the Jackson Purchase.
The board also approved
two pharmacY students to
study with local pharmacy
preceptors. .
Three new members were
appointed to the project
review committee. They are









hearing, University of Ken-
tucky pharmacy and a dietetic
consortium project.
The board also handled
several items of routine
business.
The next meeting date will
be April 27, 1977 at 7 p.m. at
the Mayfield - Comnpmity
Hospital.
Attending the last meeting
were Dr. James V. Hen7-
nessey, Dr. Emett R. Costich,
Nancy Nygaard, .Dr. Hal
Houston, Ray Dunn, "David
Walker, Dan Akin, Earl
Feezor, Hari:11a Jenks, Ray
D. Brown, John J. Morris, Al
Quartin, Doug Borders,
Willard Ails, Jean ElkinS,
Annie Warfield and Elaine
Humm. -
Guests present were Dan
-Hog Market
senior girls hare been Yatesi -daughter of -14r Federal aaate market' .1:leere Service... •
Aria Students Win
MSU ScholarOips
Three •.area ligh school roteive $125, and Miss
awarded .home • economics
scholarshiPs On The bisii 6f a
competitive examination to
attend Murray State
University for the 1977-78
school year.
They are: Dianne Farmer,
Synisonia High sc.hobi; Sherri
McDaniel, Marshall County
High School; and Karen
Yates, _Fulton City High
School. They scored first,
secoqd, and third respectively
on the examination, which
covers all 'major subject
matter acres in home
economics.
Miss 'Farmer, daughter of
Mr. and_Mrs. Clint Farmer of
Symsonia Route 1 and
salutatorian of her high school
class, wilL-ceceive-4300. Miss
McDaniel, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Duaine McDaniel of




at Jim Fain Motors
ate talking
your language.
"A size for every need. A price for every pocketbook"
COMPACT
DODGE ASPEN SEDAN.
It $ no wonder that the Aspen sedan is such a
success. Besides its appealing price, it has a
smooth ride and-nearly as much interior room as
some bigger cars. Drive, then buy or lease, an
Aspen sedan today, and see if you don't agree.
Dodge
• •••1•14C7 ••





Mrsene .1V-3/ates of 1305,.
flillcrest in Fulton, alit
.receive *75. -
The 1977 competitive
examination given on the
Murray State campus marks
the seventh time the De-part-
ment of Home Economics hhs
awarded the scholarships.
Apr417..1977 -
Kentucky Eurchase Area Hog Market
' Report laciatiel 7 Buying Stations
Reqeipts: Act. MO Fat. 400 Barrows &
Gilts* lower Sows steady -1 lower
US 1-2 MO-ZIO lbs. $35.2S-303O
US isaso-pre lbs. $35.00435.25
US 2-4 240-Mlbs $34.50-35.00
US 3-4 MO-21011w • *33.50-3450,Sows • •-
'LfS 1-2 270-351lbe - . $30.00-3L00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs - 930.50-31.50
US 1-3 420430 lba • V1104210 few 33.00












SAVE $20 47"Was $67.95 -
So comenieni . just slide the glass panel
to switch from storm door to screen door and
back again. Pre-hung in its own frame and'
ready to install. Hefty • aluminum
frame. Safety glass- and weatherstripping.







so real you'll swear
they're wood. Require
minimum maintenance
-Choice of 6 colors. Sold
ineeta, of 2.
Sliikang, installation extra
• Prlemi a_re cata.log prices • Now on sale 4














Ada Flood, dietitian, MCCW,
Dr. Elizabeth Zinser, vice-
;president's office UK-UL; and
Dr. Larry Gratin,. 'director,
AHES medicallifOject.
Staff members present were
Pam Garland, coordinator





2 - 8 X 10
2 - 5 X 7
10 WALLETS
Portraits will be delivered wan.
in threw weeks. .
Market 41,4 Special
125 HANGING BASKET
• FLOWERS AND FERNS
•Ferns *Wandering Jews
•Fuchsia •Impatiens
*Asparagus Ferns •Piggy Backs








FREE EASTER EGG HUNT
In our store—For all children.
SAT. APRIL 9th-6 P.M. til 9 P.M.
MANY FREE PRIZES
CHILDREN MAY BRING THEIR PARENTS.
Market 414 lutwiture
"The Store with the LOW Otserheciii-
"Anyone Over 5'8" Duck"
Terry and Geraldine Sykes. Mgrs.













140 EXIT 50, Iowa (AP)
Al i time when a pound üñc
has a _street value_of $4.21,T'
where can someone hopelessly
strung out still get a nickel cup •
O coffee?
Of course, nowhere. .
"We're out in the middle of
nowhere, all right," said
George Dasovich. "But the
coffee is a nickel and refills
are free, all you want."
There is no doubt about the
clientele' George Dasovich
caters to with his nickel coffee
and his glkd hand. -
LiCense plates, -hubcaps,
hood ornaments and a :54
Chevy crankshaft de,sufata
the walls, tire chains., screen
off the end of the counter. In a
separate, predominant section
just inside the door, ptipted
cáids " on -..the tabled- sa'r:
- Reseived for Professional
Drivers. An order sent to the
kitchen from one of those
tables is put ahead of the rest.
The place is called the Star
Inn and is, as its manager
said, in the middle of nowhere.
"We're 65 miles west or Des
Moines, 45 miles east of -Iowa
City, five miles northof Victor
and -six miles south of Guer-
nsey. You couldn't ask for a'-
better 'location. I call it the
heartland of the beautiful
lam:1-14as a nice ring tail"
_ - So does George's cash
register. Road Mister passed
the word to Gear Grimier,
Gear Grinder told Denver
Slick, pretty soon good bud-
--dies fromone end-of Interstate
80 to the other — which is
coast to coast — heard about
the Star Inn anti its
hospitality. Trucks crowd the
parking lot 24 hours a day. The
Star Inn-doesn't close.
"Truckers have a lonely
life," the manager said.
"They like to act gruff and
rough but they're not. They're
really very sensitive. They're
proud of being truckers and
they ought to be. They're
really professionaLi.
"They like to stop and shoot
the breeze with each otheraad
tease the waltraillm-Thalitile-__
one with the brown eyes is
.loyce Rhinehart. She gives it
back as fast as they dish it out
and they estre it.
' "MIES is their secialilife. It's
a break in a long monotonous
day not just to eat but to relax
and freshen up. Follow me."
Dasovich led the way down
a Corridor behind the dining
-room, past a bulletin board
with news of road conditions,
clips from trucking
publicatiops, personal
messages, to a lounge Ware
several truckers sprawled on
couches watching television
and snoozing.
A shower room with dire
stalls was nearby. Next to the
dining room a shop sold work
gloves, caps, turquoise
jewelry, sunglasses, and girlie
magazines. A garage behind
the filling station was stocked
with auto parts.
"We try to have everything
they need, but I think it's the
whole atmosphere that -at-
tracts them most. They know
they're apgreciated.
"That and the food. It's all
home-cooked, everything done
right here, including the
bread. We serve whole hog
sausage, cornbread muffins,
Iowa beef. The trick is in the
cooking, though. If! do say so,
I can do wonders with shallots
and wine and herbs."
By some stroke of fate the
green interstate sign that
announces Exit 50 also bears
the strange name of a town 21
miles south. Truckers find
George Dasovich by turning
off where it says:





























. _A great mina) for 
jeans or shorts! I-
top with short
sleeves. 100% Ny-














airy  print l,pp
a_ square s.leeye
- and neck., Poly-






Deliuhl tut rib 'knit top
With short . sleeves': .
mock turtle. neck.with 7"
L typet
ester in fashion color's.
Sizes SJ.1,L.
LADIES
Put a shell uiidr
your -.._EBSter Swt-.
Sleev_eless shell ,has
ribbed, mock turt Le_
nec.k and rib trim a-
round armholes.. lb.'
back ripper. Assort-
ed  colors in _size5




Kicky double knit pont°,
gaucho with oTastic














Lovely dress with _long sleeves.
button frOn4 , ribbon triln on yoke_ '•
and cuffs: and 2 patch pockets.
109K -"polyester in Miht and
Péfii'n'siIes3i513:
PANTS
Smart pants, with 2" cinch waist,
back tabs, buck le trim, and fly (row
with ,button enclosure. Polyester
cotton crinkle in fashion colors.
_
9-9 Mos.-Set. Equal Opportunity Employer 153-$777
14 Stsa. Unotiughts Reserved Acres of Free Parlung
Spring is here." With this 10O
polyester ponts dress. will) hal-
ter 'strap' shoulders; stripe top







St pariL hAs Tn-u-trf - cniored
hernp belt nov, ' wood
buckle'. riri. Irv! '11 ni
Calcutta pain has. cinch
,ides with tabs, ft 1 front.












Poison Control .  153-1588
_Senior Cituens  153-0929
1kedline  153-NEED






bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets law as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
















bev• toe meat Omet threw
ewey, brine it hi lee Bailey -
mid Linde Dill's ILIA
-- *ABUT, Dew. ntaW st
Mem sa it tra yes.
- -





. ACROSS 1 Skin of fruit
1 A state " 5 Mee Willett
(abOrt 8 Exists
• '4 Precise 7 Commeatofativir
12 Permit 8 Pig
10 Killed14 Eye 
closely. - All on
-15 Hold in high
., regard 11 Lure
17 Canine . t 8
18 Dine .
19 Pan 01..50 ,f.foyrpocethetical
bel'
20 Fur-basing -212 CGolcif reZed-
moisture-21 Evil 
:
22 Plunge 23 Edible seed. 24 Man's name23 Shut up Armed 
'24-Sick 
25
25 Departed conflict . -
26 Goat 27 Lamprey28 Meadow27 Period of
Wm( 30 Sesame28 ck.dtharme - 31 Pronoun
29 Conjunction."'" ethicatlic"1.4


























JUST ,A FARM BOY












MOZZ KNOWS ALL THESE
PLUS THE HISTORY OF HIS
TRIBE ALL IN HIS HEAP.
HE CAN NEITHER -REAP
NOR WRITE.














high 43 Bridge term
38 Restaurant 45 Priest's
vestment_
37 Praises 46 Nahoor .
38 Surprise sheep
._ wetbry 47 Speck
39 Fathers 49 Symbol for
40 Chsoteee - - Iiild ... . ”.
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Notice is hereby given
that, pursuant to the
provisions of Section
545.14 of the Rules and
Regulations for the
Federal Savings and
Loan System, the HOME
FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND o- A N
ASSOCIATION OF
PADUCAH, Paducah,
Kentucky has filed an ap-
plication with the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board
for permission to
establish, a branch office
at, or in the immediate
vicinitir of: The In=
tersection of Kentucky
• 641 and 94,
Catiway Coun-
ty, Kentir..4...
The application has been
delivered to the office of
the Supervisory Agent of
the said. Board, Iodated at
the Federal Home Loan
Bank/of Cincinnati, 2500
DuBois -Tower, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45201. Any
person may. file com-
munications, • - includidg
briefs, in favor or in
protest of said application
at .the aforesaid office of
The Supervisory Agent
within 10 days (or within
30 days if advice is tiled
within the first 10 days
stating that more time is
needed to furnish ad-
ditional information) af-
ter the date of this
publication Four copies of
any communication
should be filed. The ap-
plication and all corn-.
munications in favor or in
protest thereof ' -Ate
available for -inspection
by any person at the
aforesaid office of the
Supervisory Agent.
Home Federal Savings




&Amin Jones, 217 Saiith-
Xli, Phonelp'io3-3125.
FROM MIS FLATRER.APIDGRANO-
FATHER,AND THEIR FATHERS,. BY














I, L.W. (36B)- LYONS
am no longer with Earth
.motrers. call 474-2264. • • ' -
$25.00 PER hundred
' ' ' stuffing envelopes: Send
WHAT WE am. best is self-addressed, stamped
care. NEEDLINE, 153---- :envelope. TK EN-
- 6333. TERPRISE, Box 21679,
• Denver....Co. 80221.
CYPRESS SPRINGS 
- Best= ant wt., looking
beautiful Ky. Lake. TO
open everyday except
Monday for your dining
piet!suren. C.114364496-








4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
HUIEReir..
Joe Bailey & Lin c5 Dill of
the indoor Flea Market,
Dover, Tn, said' to:
Bring.your items to sell
While fac'e it ayallabte7-
Many people . already
taking $100.'s of dollars 1258.





• Square dance . every












GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honer of in-
- troducing you 'an& ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-




Joe Bailey & Linda Dill
Flea Market, Dover, TN.
• STARTING AN annual
---trallratid-1181--rnaticet
day. The first one to be
held March 28, 1977 at
the West Ky. Exposition
Center, College Farm












A HOME party plan Co. is
'expanding. We heed you










nce necessary, 6 day
week, no Saturdays






person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the




person, K and 13 Con-
tractors, Box 126,
Sedalia, Ky. Cheated in














TEACHER two nights a
Week for tutoring -
police officers. Call 247-
8589.
FIVE-GIRLS needed for
telephone sales. Call 753-
3361 ask for Freddie.
SALES - The Best
'Paying Hard Work
There Is! Are you in-
terested? If so, an
you- hive. an em
ployment record o
-achievement or may -
n self-employe-
-we'll train you in o
hinbiess and pay
draw during training.
Thia is not a (Fly-By







easy r - Send self-
addressed and damped










wheel base pickup. Fleet
side. Call 7534744.
WANTS TO BUY - house
in very good condition,






Call 527-1315 or 474-1154-
LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'126', in good con-
dition. Price 1115. Call -
753-6564.
AIR' CONDITIONER
16,500 BTU in very; good
condition. Only $125.
No. 7 Dill Trailer Ct.
The delinquent tax list which was published in
the Monday, April 4 edition of the Murray Ledger
& Times contained an error in bill number 893.
Herbert I. Boyd's name should net have ap-
peared. The property bad been sold previously
and should have listed the owner as Alvin Chap-
, man andthl aMOUOrdiallia$59.511,,
Emoy one of IStenty's eetthowelkmi heroes
with tits ovelity me sessions living ores yew
wovid be pleased te ewe. There Is wee to nen
carpet and custom, rases *spits in at Me rooms.
Tlio kitchen aid family room are delielittel with
p cestritplArephete._The Stine room is Iodised
el& • "ode= toorbio *opium. Al of filo
closets we largo mil tsar lined. the home has
central heat mid air, disposal, boat in rime and
dishwasher. There Is a fell basement with •
fireplace mid half loath which con be vied fee.
playroom. Pleas* cult fee *defiers. if/deflection
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15. Articles for Sale
e GOOD BUY...give it ;
try: Blue LuStre
America's favo-cite




for sale. $100. Call 436-
5857.
USED AIR conditioner.




One pair of registered
treeing Walker pups and

















like new, used only 6
weeks. Excellent con-
dition. $295. Dinette
• table and 6 chairs, $150.
A parakeet with large
cage. Call 753-7511 after
3:30.
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 714 M. 1 h. p. $20.00.
Call 753-328 after 3:00 p.
NEW NAUTILUS- -Super
metal detector's Err the
professional relic and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.'
AVAILABLE NOW.
, Urethane fowl]. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




Needle model 500 -
$59.95. Wallin Hard-
ware-. Paris, Tenn: - •
THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. 1/2 price,








345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and






- 'ASHLEY WOOD •heater,
almost pew. Call 4.36t
5366.
FOR SALE BEDROOM
suite, box springs an4
niattress, $75. Large
platform rocker, $30.
Green floral couch, $50.
Swivel chair, $25. 30"
foundation and mat-
tress, $25. Three small
tables., 415. South 8th
Street.
FOR SALE - Maytag
portable washer and
dryer. Used. about 5
months. $250.00 for both.
With stand. Does not
need special hookup. If
interested call 753-7694
after 1 p.m.
DINING TABLE with 4







work done. Call 489-2752.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
• Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens. '
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA • Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
1W- • MT 300- ibiue,
corn header, no cab.-- IV GARDEN DISC,





Call 7534056. , •
27 Mobile Home Sales
1374 12 x 65 unfurnished 2
bedroom houtle trailer.
Has air conditioner, 200
STERLING 380 double 
amp 
service. pale'„,.unn-derpiruung* sad .
action automatic. good - "--porch. Good condition.condition. Call 753-4331. Moving, must sell.  
489-2792.
36' HOUSEBOAT, steel '9 
pontoons, sleeps 6, volvo
I-0. Call 2474267. , :
1974 MERCURY outboard
motor 9.8 h.p. Excellent
condition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-7427 after 5 p.m: -  
I' SIDEWINDER Bushog,




boat, 0 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling meter 36" shaft,
Die-Hard - battery, -the
Complete crappie
• fishing rig. Call 753-051.
H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically news
• Heavy duty trolling




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across













Tractor has wide front
end, hydraulic lift, good




1967 MUD BUGGY, 50 h.
p. motor. $400. Call 353-.-
9407 after 4 p. m.
BOAT MOTOR, 1970
model 25 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 489-2538 or 489-2539.
14 FOOT Crown Line
Runabout. 70 h.p.
Mercury boat motor,
trailer. S8643., au 753-
0006 or 753-6328.
1171 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.
BARGAIN, 12 ft. fishing
boat with 91/2 p. motor
and Mader. Make offer. _
Call 753-3949.
20 Fr. STARTON boat
trailer. Tandem axles.
4,000 lb. rated.
new. Hydraulic brakes. Call
. 136-2198.
Estate Auction
Saturday, April 9, 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
At the late Ivy lacy farm on Old Murray Paris
Rood. Follow signs from Baptist Church in Hazel,
Ky. Mrs. Sadie lacy Executrix of Wm estate will of-
fer Os nice 1231/2 acre farm, MI acres in
caltivatioa, lot of good timber, Mon Imes sod oat-
- bldlngs. Will except Omuta bids, and It accepted
be prepared for good faith down payment.
Offering poster bedroom suite, Frigidaire
stove and refrigerator, air conditioner, window
fan, wardrobe, tables, recliner, chairs, metal
walker, large mirror, electric lamps, pressure
cooker, dishes, wastier,--lawn mower and
miscellaneous boxes. Antiques - brass knobs,
iron bed, feather beds, pillows, and quilts, 4 nice
Oak dressers, 2 oak bedsteads, oak washstands, -
walnut chest, tin door piesafe, picture frames,
old radios, Buggy lap spread, metal Aladdin
lamp, old gun, sausage grinder- and board, 2
wood stoves, baby cradle, phonograph, wash kfr-
tie, beam scales, ox yoke, brass knob hamfess, -
saddle, porch posts, butter mold, jugsrchurns,
fruit cans, corn sheller, mustacbeliv, 2 daisy
churns, and other good Rept: Equipment in-
eludes - AC 50 B model ctor, plow, disc and
cultivator, in good 14, • I on. Horse drawn tools,
wire and small • k from oulbwIdirigs, possibly
a lot of horse wn tools from nearby farm.
Ea .as Not Responsible for Accidents.
D s Shoemaker Ranger & Advertiser,
753-3375
James E. Travis, Auctioneer,
License No. 278. Phone.901-642-0205
MY LOSS is your- gain.
Double oven gas stove,
cost $600 asking $250.







brakes and air con-
dition. Two bag mortcir
,mixer with 2 h. p.
electric motor. 20"
Masonry table saw with
5 h. p. electric Motor.
1969 International
Forklift with 3000 lb. lift.
Gasoline motor tamp.
1000 gallon underground
type fuel tank. Call 247-
1948.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS, .
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
6000 BTU MR Con-
ditioner, 2 roll away.
beds,_ Reese trailer






track tape, • • phono
hookup, and lights. Also
portable 1974. Brother_
electric pica typewriter.




sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. .We have the





27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 24 x 54 Mobile Home.
Located in Riviera
Courts. Call 762-2896 or
753-6776 after 5:30 p. m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe tci all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
REDUCED 1973 HonC
mett12 z 24, central air
and gas boat, stove and
refrigerator. Un-
furnished. Call 753-4827.
12 it 58 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom. Bargain
priced. See - at Riviera „
Cts. or call 753-3280. •
1174 BAY WOOD 24 x 52,3
bedroom, 2 _full baths,




strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. _Call 7534113
• 
,
after 5 p.m. -
DOUBLE WIDE in








37 livestock • Supplies
REGISTERED ANGUS
bull. Service age, extra
nice. Sherman Powell,
Benton, KY- 344-4202.
38 Pi't'. Su WE'S
. . ,
ARC IRISH Setter pup-- pies - for --sale. Three
miles and 2 femalEs. Six




. all accessories, stand




GARAGE SALE at 801 N.
19th Street. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 6
am. - 6 o.m.,
FOUR PARTY yard sale_
Highway 121 by Cold-
water ChUreh of Christ,
Friday and Saturday.
Lot of depression glass,




desk. Air' hockey table.
Many odds and ends.
ARC REGISTERED
Doberman Pinscher
.pups. Black and rust. _




breeding, meat and 4-H
projects. Call Paul





 - EIGHT BOXER PUP-
x 70,- PIES. Six weeks old.
and Has all shots. Call 489-
Coll 2321, Kirksey. -




stove and mei), concrete
steps, tie downs- And
underpinned and
several other items. Call.
29 Mobile Home Rentals








furnished. - $50- deposit,
$125 month. Call 75.3-
2377. '
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
• Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR 4RENT any size
office space. Electric
heat, private bath. South
5th Street. Across from
Palters Grocety. Call
753-5595, 753-5000, or 753-
4342.
31 Ward To Rent
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.
MS'U STUDENT Wants to
rent house with small
acreage for horses. Call
767-4833.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
Apartment. 100 South





34 Houses Fcr Rent
THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE, 2 baths, on
Highway 641 North. Si
mile from city limits.
'References required.
Call 753-2347.
FOR 'LEASE - four







36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side coutt square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,







39 Poultry • Supplies
LAYING HENS! white
Leghorns. Also . Ban-
tams. Call 753-3984. •
BIG GARAGE SALE -
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. -
8 p.m. 1,4 mile West of
Lynn Grove on Highway




paint, new $1.00 half
gallon. 1 ton 1962 Chevy












BIG YARD SALE, 7, 8
and 9th. Seven piles
North of Murray ea 641.
Turn -right at Bucy's
Grocery, 1 mile. An-
tiques, dishes, tools,
nick-necks, toys, pool









Fireplace in den. Large
shady lot. Near MSU.
Priced in mid 20's. John
C. Neubauer Realtor,
506 Main, Murray, 753-
0101 or call Linda Drake,
753-0492.
PEACEFULNESS AND
seclusion are yours - if
you purchase this 3
imemin bedroom home with
fireplace, located on
beautiful large wooded
lot near Kentucky Lake.
Price has just been






BRICK home in Sher-
wood Forest has 2 lovely
• baths,- dining room with
beautiful chandelier,
family room with
.fjreplace, wall' to wall
carpet in all rooms,
kiteherwith one
wall bricked, central
heat and air, attached
garage, large utility
room which -could be
used as study. Priced in
the 30's. Phone Kop- ,
perud.. Realty, 753-124
for more information on
this fine home.
KM ACRE FIRM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake..
Suitable for row crop or
--cattle. Good access.
Many fine building sites.
. John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,





LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,.













New range and ice :
_maker in, restauunt.
Upstairs apartment-I.
renting for $135 per"
month. Large lot with
room for trailer --
parking, Or store ex-..„
pension. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
An very low 30s. Don't
miss this opportunity to
go in business for,
yourself. Fulton Young
* Realty, phone 753-7333,
home 753-4948.
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-527-
7880.
41 Publ.c Sales
- -SALE Ilizialde Saturday 8-




YARD SALE. 206 South
llth Street. Saturday,






sale. Clothing, odds and
ends, a lot of new and
different items. Friday
-and Saturday, 8-5. 907
Vine.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. 9-4 p.m. 404
South 10th Street. If
rains will be following
-weekend. Maternity and
baby clothes. Lots more
items.
EIGHT- -PARTY • Vert
Sale, April 9, a.m.
Furniture, clothing,
miscellaneous. Register.
for free Easter Basket.
307N 7th.
GARAGE SALE -
„Saturday April 9, at 9
Assorted hand
tools. rbds and r4efe,-'
window and shop fans.






odds and ends. On
pottertovm Road, 112
mile off 94 East.
FOUR PARTY Carport
Sale. Formals, Shoes,
toys, suits and odds and




Barn. 13th and Main.
More new toy4, spring
cloth nK, miscellaneous.
GARAGE. SALE - boys,





smiles from Murray, Old
Salem Road, 4th house
on left April 8 spd 9, 8




Located 4 miles from Murcay, elegant home on
lovely 1 acre wooded lot. Home features 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, den with fireplace, living
room, formal dining room, kitchen, utility room,
large 2-car garage, concrete and brick patio.
Home has Andersen windows, central vacuum,
central heat and air, and is beautifully decorated
with qualitylhrOughout. Attractively landscaped




If you've thought of building, look at this house
first. Three-bedrooms, all with walk-in closets,
with two walk-ins in the master bedroom. A
study with built-in shelves, formal dining room,
living room with a beautiful bow window - and
there is more - a family room with flieplace,
breakfast nook arid 21/2 baths. Price just reduced.
1102 MEADOW LANE
You'll feel right at home in this luxurious 3
' bedroom, 21/2 bath home on double lot Excellent
neighborhood and location. Priced in the 50's.
CANTERBURY ESTATES
Quality%ullt 4 bedroom home in Canterbury
Estates. Home.has many outstanding features,
including large den with wood burning fireplace,
formal dining room, large bedrooms, exquisite
design and decor throughout. Phone us today for
more information on this home. Low 60's.
20 ACRE COUNTRY ESTATE
Lovely modern brick ranch home and 20 acres.
Many outstanding features in this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. Attractive living room, den-dining
areywith fireplace, kitchen, large utility room
with lots of storage and enclosed sunporch which
could be used as 4th bedroom or study. Attached
2-car garage, lovely landscapiag,„surrounded by
_ scenic_pasture land and woods. Outbuildings in-
elude rnodern•polebarn (50"x 56'), corn Crib., and
concrete block smokehouse. A pretty picture of




Like new four bedroom home with walk-out
basement. Home has large den-recreation room
with area for pool table, wet bar, and large
fireplace with heatalator. Home is neat as a pin.
„Loiv 50's.
We currently have an excellent selection of fine homes - all price ranges. Phone us
for more information on any of these featured homes or any home listed through the
Murray Board of Realtor's Multiple Listing System. We look forward to serving you.
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
Evenings Call
Harry Patterson  492-8302 Geri Andersen 753-7932
George Gallagher  733-8129 Bill Kopperud  753-1222

















lots near Wiswell , on
Highway -783 South. 'Lot
.sizes 125 x 235. These
lots are very reasonably
priced. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.
43 Heal istare
SELECT FROM TWO (2)
large, sensibly priced-,
attractively wooded
lots, facing on US-641, 5




South 12th et Sycsmor•
TELEPHONE 7531651
Auction Sale •
Aiwa 9, 10 cr.m.
at my .shop 1/4 mile west of Lynn Grove,
. Highway 94.
Large sale from the estate of the late Ira
Watkins. Nice electric range, round maple table
and chairs, square antique oak table and chairs,
__nice living room suite, hide-a-bed, rockers,
recliners, odd chairs, antique kitchen cabinet;
high back oak beds, oak dressers, center tables,
many more antique pieces, 8 h.p. riding lawn
mower, garden tiller, real nice RCA color
walnut cabinet. Fancy lamps, pictures and
mirrors, glass, china, collector items, nice skill
saw and other tools. Big all day sale.
For information call









kitchen, • bath, two
bedrooms and utility on
each side. Carport.
Garage and storage
building. Nice place to
live with income. By
appointment only. Good
building lot in Camelot
Subdivision 90 x 164 ft.
only $3,250. PI acre jot_
with good well and fruit 
trees. Near klardin,
.$2250T Seven acres on
 Highway 94 East. High-
way on 2 sides. Good




Realty; 505 Main Street,
ne753t584r--7--
CYPRESS SPRINGS -
Want to get away-from it




remains. Wooded 150' x
150' lot. $9,000. Call ir









TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alm° on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
DEVELOPMENT
PROPERTY - 21 acres
on Oaks Conatry Club
--head. This property has
good potential for future
development. Call for
details Fulton Young





room, kitchen and utility
room. Completely
cahleted, electric heat,
located on 2 wooded






45 Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM. 9 acres
fenced located on North
side of Calloway County.
- This land was in soy
beans last year, it also
has good Wilding site
and oft blacktop road.
Price $850 per acre.
Fulton Young Realty 408
Smith 4th, 753M33,
home 753-4946.
10 ACRE FARM, 4 miles
-south on 121. Three
bedroom house, stock 
barn, hog parlor. AR
fenced for hogs. Call 753-
0978.
211 ACRE-FARM located
off Highwiy 94 East. -
New 4 strand barbed
wire- fence with steel
post. Call for more
details. Fulton Young
word. - Realty, 753-7333, home
753-4946. •
44 Lots For Sale
_
BUILDING LOTS. We




_ Meadow Green Acres,
also one lot on Pot-
tertown . Rd. Call for
details, -Fulton Young
Re'alty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.
46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM house in
Almo. Pan.eled
throughout and carpet in
living room. Will sell or





46 Homes For Sale
MUST SW." Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 eq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick on
wooded lot. CentraIheat
and air, fireplace. 10
minutes from Murray on
641 South. Call 4924124
after 5. $28,500,
THREE OR FOUR
bedroom House, 2 baths, 
2 fireplaces, electric
heat, window air con-
ditioner, carport. 75' x
160' lot, -upstairs and
basement. $23,500. Call
753-1566, , 753-4599, 753-
16l.
NEW BRICK- home
beitutifid wooded lot oh-
Highway 641 21/2 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 627-1087. -







large lot. 1107 South 16th
Street. $32,500. Call 753-
0616.
•




gas heat and air, 2
, baths. Call for ap-
opoinlitient, 7534786.
EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with centsal electric
heat and air. Beautiful
- fireplace in family
room. Lots of closets
and storage room.
Large lot with woods on
black boundary line.
Country living almost in:







frsune on a large lat. 7.5.
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
FOUR BEDROOM, 21/2
bath, white brick on
Oaks Country Club Golf





Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.




firm. Call 753-3164 or
after 6 p.m. 474-2317.
HONDA CB 600, new
condition, 1300 actual
miles. Moving must sell.
Call 753.0495 after 4 p.m.
call 753-5267.







Travel Limited to City
(All Orders Prepaid)
Call Thugs. 6 p.m. - 10 p.m. for Ap-
pointment. William R. West, 753-
3132.
Organizations Clubs Teams
DONALD R. Donald R. Tucker, Realtor,
U ER A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
REALTOR -
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
Comfortable Country
at a modest price can be yours with this 3
bedroom home near Coldwater. Built in 1972 this
brick home Is in excellent condition.
Good Income Property
This garage apartment is located on the Brady
Road west of Murray. Priced to give a good
return on your money.
Small farm Bargain Priced
19.5 acres, small lake, storage bldg., 450 per
acre.
100 Acres Close
2.5 miles east of Murray approx. 200 yd. off 94




The former Moose Lodge building on .18th Street
has 5,784 square feet, 15 ton air conditior.ing, cen-
tral gas heat and many improvements. This
building presently has several rooms, including
rest rooms, game room, club room, kitchen but
none of the interior petitions are supporting
•- walls so the-interior ceuld be redesigned without
major expense. The two lots providing parking
space for 55 cars. Zoning is R-.,. „
Listings, Sales, Management, Appraisals -
In Kirksey
This brand-new home has two bedrooms, central
electric heat and air, built-in range, garage and
patio. The living room is casual to suit the warm
atmosphere of this home. Brick exterior, An-
derson windows. Prices surprisingly low.
18 MONTHS OLD
A real nice mobile home, 2 miles from town. Sale
includes washer, dryer, range, refrigerator,
smoke detectors. Large insulated storage
building. -
Twenty Eight By Sixty
concrete block building on 160 by 300 foot lot.
Suitable for clean-up shop, body shop,
warehouse, etc. Can you use it for your business?
Check the low price.
ONE'OF THE MoST
LUXURIOUS HOMES TN 'a prime country
location: This ten room beautiful brick tri-level
located in Wiswell Estates is in walking distance
of Southwest Elementary school. It has almost
3,000 square feet, with better than 2,100 sq. ft. of
living area. The price is well below replacement
cost.
A Money Maker:
Here's a farm that is priced for the investor. Nin-
ty-five acres just six and a half miles southwest
of Murray. House, three barns, several other out-
buildings: About sixty five acres in beans last
year; more could be made tillable with little eX-
pense. Shown by appointment only.
SPECTACULAR VIEW OF
KENTUCKY LAKE
TRY TO MATCH THE PRICE or value on this
two story brick cottage on a beautiful lakefront
lot in Lakeway Shores Subdivision. Fireplace in
the huge family room makes this a year-round
place to enjoy the spectacular view of Kentucky
Lake. Upper and lower level patio. Three
bedrooms. Plenty of closets. Two baths. Under
$40,000.00.
Have you been looking for a nice wooded residen-
tial lot...Look no further, we have it. We also have
choice commercial lots, nice shaded residential
building lots, development acreage. See us for




This duplex on South llth Street will make its
payments with money left over for you each
month. Two bedrooms each side, much larger
than it appears. Clean as a pin.
A NICE PLACE TO LIVE
EXPAND() 1974 MODEL mobile home on nice
wooded lot in Croppie Hollow. Has a large
basement for storage. Well primp new in 1974.
Big 15 by 18 living room. Two bedrooms.
DONALD R.
REALTOR
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
Just Far Enough
From Town
This four bedroom home is on alarge triangular
lot approximately one and one-third acres. Home
has seven rooms and is in excellent condition.
OLDER HOME ON
VERY LARGE LOT
TWO-BEDROOM frame home that contains two
fireplaces. Located 2.5 miles east of Murray.
You should see this if you want quiet country
living.
_ LAKE LIVING AT
A LOW PRICE • -
LOW PRICED, QUALITY HOME in Panorama!
Living room, kitchen, two bedrooms. Just eleven
miles from Murray. Good lakeview lot. Priced in
the mid-teens. Hurry, this one won't last long.
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-5676
ChuFk Shuffett  . . 753-4560
Patricia Miller   753-7SSO
DonoW R. Tucker, CR.B.  753-1930
SAUD t TUCTER. A MI "SERVICE -11.11 iSTAII.FIRN

























FIJI IT IN THE
47 Motorcycles
1975 XR75, go( . con-
dition. $295. Call 753-
9701.
49. Used C3,5, & NCI‘S
1972 CAPRICE, 4 door,
viayl roof, full power.
Call 753-0912 before 2
13,c0.
1972 450 HONDA, good 
Condition. Lbw mileage. 1967 PLYMOUTH 318, 4
Gall 753-2267 after 5. • door, good condition.






. 1974 DODGE RAM
Charger. Four wheel
_ drive. Call 7534199-after
6.
1974 YAMAHA MX 125.
Good _condition. Many., 1970 FORD MAVERICK,
extras. $375.• Call 753- cream . color. Six
7228. ' cylinder. Automatic
1974 HONDA CB-360.
cellent condition., low
mileage. Call 753-6571 - 
after
MUST SELL 1972 350
motorcycle. Less than
2,000 miles. CB radio, 8
months old. Call 753-
9991.
TRAIL BIKE. 100 CC
Honda. $300. Call 753-
7652.
Air
1976 YAMAHA 400, must
sell. Call 753-2231. -
411 Automotive Service
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 240Z, must sell. Air
'condition, AA-FM
eifdio, 4 speed. Call 753-







steering, brakes and air.
Call 435-4485. ,
1973 FORD STATION




condition. $725. Call "67- , Excellent condition
g414_2r_ 7537D03. inside and out. Call 753-- -
4136.
1973 V.W. -Super Beetle.
Excellent condition., _1977 'CHEVY PICKUP, A NEVI PRODuCT, 1A9 OF To-Radial tires. Original black with roll bar. AM-
spare never been used FM, power and air, 4000 DAY NOT HARMFUL TO A(-




sharp, 26,000 miles, five
new steel belted radial
tires;Also verysharp off
road dune buggy. Call
753-0181 -or 753-1208.
SET OF EMIR tires, 2
like new, wide white
letter 69s. Four chrome
rocket wheels. Call 489-
2114 after 4:30.,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 VW, silver with-
12,900 miles. Eight track
laPe_andS,13„ spoo, Call
7534522.










Nance at 753-4015. -









Chevy -7. speed IhnYer
glide transmission, $75.
1967 Ford3901ii-Per V4
engine, needs work, $50.
, transmission, 475. 1947
Chevy panel delivery,
$75. -Call 753-2248 after 6
p.m. Will Deliver.
1976 JEEP CJ-7, hardtop




wagon. 2/4 ton, 4 speed.
1975. „Teel), 'Renegade
package, Ids of extras.
1612 Magnolia Dr.




Zoned 8-2; /deal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.








at 10:00, 12:00 and 2:00
Sponsored by
Gamma Gamma Chapter
Of Beta Sigma Phi







Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Mew mimed dopmetod *tor 20 yours. De not sign eny ceirtrect
entil jib is finished .
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914
Roaches Silver Fish ond Shrubs
MST
rine $1,110





49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PINTO ESQUIRE
wagon, Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.
1971 -COUPE DE







-Glover, 753-1873. after. 5
or weekends:
1973 PLYMOUTH
Satellite. 400, 4 barrel,
new white letter tires,
black on black, selling
cheap. Call 753-5716 or
_ 751-3134.
I I I • '





dition. $1250. Call 489-











--MO. Call 7534445. •
1971 MGB ROAD--
1968 OLDSMOBILE, 4STER,46,000 miles.
door. Excellent con-$1850.-Call 753-5744.
dition. Call 753-7322.
1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Air 'condition. New tires.
$1200 or best offer.
Three rail motorcycle
trailer, with 12" wheels.
$140. Ca111-354-8061 after
3 p. m.







brakes. Air condition. V-
8. „ morning,. 75.3t.„
9298.
1976. WHITE Trans-Am,
blue interior, air, tape,
tilt wheel, 13,000 actual
miles. $5400. Call • 753-
5373.
1969 FORD GALAXIE,
extra clean, no rust $725.
1963 GMC ton truck 2
piece sides, good con-
dition. $800. Phone 753-
7940 after 6 p.m. 436-
2149.
1964 CHEVROLET











$2500. Call 753-5447 after
5 p.m.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Cafl 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7p. m..
1972 FORD 1 ton with van
, beit. $2,460. 1966
Chevrolet, 1'2 ton, Coca'
Cola bed, 6 'cylinder,
-.4800 1959 Willis jeep•
pickup with dump bed,
$400. Call 489-2110•
1973 CHEVRO





rocked. Sahd an4. lime










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.















NEED TREES cut, or













' Call 7534827 or 4534618. -
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -








- -battling; and --bush-
hogging. Free






after 4 p. m.
BLACKTOPPING, seal
coating and repairs.
Free estimates. Call 753-
1537.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.




Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sciJt. and we
will clean the hallway'
free, Unlit 4 x 10. A 10' x
r000l-woPtkonly







WILL po housekeeping 1




753-1537, ask for Rocky.
TAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job For free estimate;
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
54 Free Column
BEA,UTIFIll. MALE
---p-t-i-ppr." 12 week's old.
Very friendly. Make
good guard dog. Mot









by Sears save on these
high heat, and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Taylor at 753=2310





WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants .1 year
or-wider. Call 767-2555.
---- LYONS 'BROTHERS
LET Custom Dozer work. No
dtop. job too big or too small.




power, extra , clean.
Good tires, runs perfect.
• #695. Call 436-2658.
OPEN ROAD pickup




radio, sleeps 5, extra
nice. $1750. Call 436-2198.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located '4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.















'MAKE THIS YOUR YEAR FOR INDEPENDENCE!
Be a DISTRIBUTOR, full or part time, for
yourself wIth•WORLD FAMOUS products
KODAK • POLAROID • EXEREADY..
10E410'111S e'It.e,01.1(1 by on1031vy 1491(!, oo
I 014, fn.., ff,loko f. #cr..0...nt -
Call Mr Giersid (1011 hub) 1 1100-114414.4
cre collocT 614-2211.1751
Or *ilia FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.
FIRESTONE 111.111.0ING. Since 111.15













Repairiric family • car?
Group .ting? Trip Out
of tour," -Planning " a
vacation " Call 753-1372,
Murray Leasing, Inc.
BACKHOE WORK and
gravel hauling. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and , b.ackhoe
work needs call John




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation _ will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
-i
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - -planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Car-








ficient service. NO job






Service. Call 489-2414 or
901442-0712.
RENT RINSENVAC
a. saw "okt-Ii-yilstself' mstbdi
dean carpets as ...
EASILY-
38 Doune portable power








3 ',after, or me co-sr
(YOU SAPP UP TO
$25 00 PEP ROOM 1




.Partime sales clerk and cashier. Starting salary
of $2 3,, per hour, good working conditions. Send




$425.00 se, floored, reedy to one. Also price, you Mad, us
low es 5300.00. op to 24 60 stenderd, bit will precut
Ivry size needed. hey the best fee loss
CUSTOM MIT PORTABtf IMMO 7$3-011110
1.......Full-Time Position
Now Open
Excellent Working Conditions "
No Experience Necessary!
Apply In Person Only!
Michelson's Jewelry













YOU'RE GOING TO GET WHAT'S COMING TO YOU!_
rpt Welcome to Perkins!
We sincerely hope that your
0 0 0 
selection from .the ati time  nillti 
Ppa....
favorite breakfasts below \MACAO!







$1.00 (Tax Incl i


























2 Eggs -: Any Style
a Biscuits
2 Eggs - Any Style. _
_ Toast
. Ora nge,,Ilii ce Hash Brown Potatoes
Coffee Coffee





SERVEI5. UNTIL 10 A.M. MONDAY---THRU •FRIDAY
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1 Deaths and Fiinerals 
John Francis Maher Robert. Helm Dies
Dies At His Home; At Local Hospital
Funeral Is Today
John Francis Maher died
Wednesdo at six a.m. at his
home on the Buchanan Boat
Dock Road _in Henry County,
Tn. „
He was 79 years of age
an automobile -Mechanic
Southside Chevrolet dealers in
,St. Louis, Mo.,' before moving
to the Kentucky Lake area.
Born in Clinton, Mo., on June
26, 1897, he was the son if the
'late Edward and Katherine
Maher. He was a. W'Orld War I
veteran.
Mr, aher is survived by
- his wife, Mrs. Edna Poterfield.
',Maher, to, whom he was
married August 19, 1944; one
Robert L. Helm died
Wednesday at 1:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He deai -61 years of
age and a resident of Calvert
City Route One.
The deceaaed was a veteran'
of World Warr, II and was a
security guard at the
Penitentiary at Eddyvillel - -
Mr. Helm is survived by •
four sisters, Mrs. Opal Prit-
Chard, Hardin, Mrs. Mary
Goodman, Smithiand, Mrs..
Pearl Newman and Mrs. Nan
Bray, Paducah; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck incf




one son, John L Maher,
Buchanan Boat Dock Road;
four grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Mor-
ticians, Paris, Tn., with Bro.
- David-Jackson officiating.
Burial will follow in the Bethel
Cemetery. •
Mrs. Thompson Is
Dead At Age 56;
Rites Saturday
Mrs. R. S. (Mary Margaret)
Thompson of Alinolioute One
died this morning at 6:45 at
the Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Shelves 56 years of age and
a member of the Northside
Baptist Church. Born
February 27i, 1921, in callesmy
„County, she was the daughter
of the late George Samuel
Stephenson and Audrey
Alexander Stephenson.
Mrs. Thompson is survived'
by her husband, R. S. (Bob)
Thompson, Almo Route One;
one daughter, Mrs. Dwain
.(Geraldine) McClard, Murray
Route Eight; one son, Gene
Outland, 405 South Twelfth
Street, Murray, six grand-
children.
, graveside set-vices will be
h'eld Saturday at two On. at
the Almo Cemetery with the
Rev. Heyward Roberts of:
ficiating.
In charge of the
arrangements is the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home




Benjamin Joseph Stahr of
Murray has been named the
recipient of the $500 Liza
Spann Scholarship -at-Murray
State University. f
The scholarship is awarded
each spring to a senior at MSU




honors Dr. Spann who served
as adviser to pre-medical and
pre-dental students -many
years before her retirement
from the faculty in 1969.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, .7 a. m.
356.1, up 0.8.
Below dam 320.8, up 5.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.3,
up 1.2.
Below dam 327.7, up 3.2:
March price report comes as a
blow to the Carter ad-
ministration, which had been
hoping for a downward trend
in wholesale prices to reflect
the improvement. in The
weather following the severe
winter.
Wall Street analysts. had
Predicted an increase in
The funeral for Mrs. Eva March similar to the
-Thompson Curd of Hazel February price rise of nine-
Route Two is being held today tenths of a per cent, but
attwo p.m. at the Green Mini-
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.





Church of Christ, where she
was a member, with Bra.
Henry Hargis and Bro. Dean
Crutchfield officiating and
Danny Herndon as director of
the song service. _
Serving as pallbearers are
John Tom Taylor, John
Brinkley, Audrey Cannon,
Charles Locke Stubblefield,
Jamie Hah-ell, and Macon
White. Burial will be in the
Green Tfaiii-tefnetery
the arrangements by the
BlaInck-Coleman Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Curd, age ,813, died
Tuesday at 12:05 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Her
husband, Pink G. Curd, died
August 20, 1950.
She is Survived by one son,.
Edward T. Curd, Hazel Route
Two; one grandson, Charles







It appeared that the winter
weather was. a factor .in the
continued rite in pricei of
farm products, but that it was
less of an explanation for the
surge of priees of industrial
,.!onunodities.
Fuel prices, which had
increased sharply in January
and February, rose 1.4 per
Special events have been cent in March, which was less
scheduled for the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church on
Saturday and Sunday, ac-
cording to the church pastor,-
-the Rev. Lloyd Perrin. '
An Easter Egg Hunt will be
held Saturday at one p. m. at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tal
Fannin, Piporama Shores.
Two -buses will run for the
hunt.
Sunday morning at six
'o'clock an Easter Sunrise
Service will be held at the
church with the guest speaker
being the Rev. R. J. Burpoe.
Coffee and doughnuts will be
served following the service.
Regular worship services
will be held at eleven a. m.
with the Rev. Perrin as
speaker, Paul Henderson as
choir director, Hazel Jean
Brandon as organist, and
Janet Byerly as pianist.
Sammon's
Bakery
l'.Eister SpecialBunny Cookies 11n each
several: government
economists said Wednesday
they did not think it would be
that bad. In fact, it was worse.
In addition to the substantial
increases in prices of in-
dustrial commodities _ and
farm products, prices of
processed foods and feeds also
rose substantially at 1.9 per
cent.
The -2.5 per cent increase in
farm ...product prices in March
compared with a 2.2 per cent
rise in February. Sharply
higher prices for green coffee,
cocoa beans, tea and oil seeds
accounted for most of the
increase.
The Labor Department also
said prices rose 'for cotton,
grains and fresh and dried
'fruits and vegetables, but
added thest gains were
smaller than. in February.
Prices declined for eggs,
poultry and livestock.
Floods. . .
Continued From Page 1)
"Buddy, it's bad, it's real
bad; the worst I've' ever
seen," said Curtis Bransom as
he helped shovel out the state
;Human Resources Depart-
ment ALHarlan:--,
"We're trying to keep our
spirits up, but how can you
when everythieg you've
worked for all your life is
gone?," said Rosie Wilson of
Harlan. She and her husband,
James, lost their home and all
its furnishings.
About 100 homes- were
flooded at Paintsville, where
the Big Sandy crested Wed-
nesday night at 42.17 feet -
more than seven feet above
flood stage. "Some parts of





Century of Service awards for leadership in the 4-H
Club program of Calloway County were presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Madrey, left, and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Like at the banquet held Saturday at. the First United
Methodist Church.
Wholesale -Prices Up. . .
_Ruhyon Named
Scholarship Winner
Sherry - AIM Runyon, a
senior at Murray High Schools
has been'salected to receive a
$350 James C. Williall1S, Jr.
Memorial „Scholarship to
attend Murray State
University for the 1977-78
:school year.
•- —Miss Runyan, the daughter
of Christopher Columbus
Runyon and Mrs. Marjorie
Myers, both of Murray, is
active in the Future
Homemakers of America
Club. ShiThas participated in
sevefal speech - tournaments
and holds membership in the
National Forensic League.
• She has served as yearbook
editor and worked with Teens
Who Care and the Kentucky
Youth Assembly,4
. Ain Runyon plaes to study
chemistry at Murray State.
s Continued From Page 1)
-
at $100 at wholesale in 19- than haltthe February rise of
67 cost $191.90 last month: 3.3 per cent, meaning that
There is no - question theAlley were less a factor in the
overall rise than they had
been. -
The Labor Department said
prices of industrial
commodities; other than fuel
rose seven-tenths of a per cent
in March compared with only
a two-tenths of a per cent gain





. Murray has been chosen as
a site for one of ten dialogues
on the subject of modern child
care. Conducted annually to
help Kentuckians understand
the techniques and policies
that govern- residential child
care, these dialogues give
interested parties a chance to




The dialogue here will be
conducted at First -Baptist
Church, 4th Street, on April 8
at 10 It is open  to, the
public and there is no charge.
For further information call
the church office or call the










safety standards for buildings
which use the National
Quaker Oats 
Building Code for guidance. _ Republic steel 
Singer Mfg 
Representatives of ar-
chitects, engineers, builders westr' 'Jaw"' • •Zenith Ratbo 
and insurance brokers ap-





Kentucky, contended that the
state Fire Marshal's office
had "ignored the expert ad-
vice of the citizens to be
regulated."




The Pleasant Valley -Church
of Christ Will hold a gospel
meeting starting Sunday,
April .10, and continuing
through Thursday, April 14,
,With the guest speaker being
Bro. John Dale of Murray.
Services will be held at 7:30
each evening at the church,
John Dale
located five miles from
"Murray on the Pottertown
Road, Highway 280.
His sermon topics will be
-l'Understanding The Bible:"
- The Lord Added-;"
"Where Is Macedonia?";
"Will Only The Church of
Christ Be Saved?.."; and
"Apostasy: It's. Possibility
and Prevention."
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of Meal interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as folloWs
Indus. Av +AD
Airco 28% +4
Am. Motors 5 unc
AMiland Oil 32% unc
A.T. & T 62% +4
Ford Motor 534 +
Gm Dynamics 544 +1%
Gen. Motors   67 +4
Gen. lire 26 unc
Goodrich 30% +%





  104 -
 17% unc
23% +4
-Prices of stock of local intirist at noon
EDT. today, turr,isned to the Ledger &
limes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc. 264 unc
McDonalds Corp..  41 +4
Ponderosa Systems  unc
Kimberly Clark 421.. +4
Union Carbide 56 unc
W.R. Grace 29 4 1.
Texaco 26% unc
General Elec 494 unc
GAF  11% c








Franklin Mint . ....... 23 -NI
Enjoying the-balmy spring weather of Washington, D. C., are Kelly Lynn Hubbard, 7,
and Krista Leigh Hubbard, 4, on the lawn of the •US. Capitol. They are the daughters of
U.S. Rep. and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield.
Jimmy
WASHINGTON .(AP) -
President Cartel has eicased
his foreign policy assistant,
niigniew Brzeziaski. front!
observing the ban on regular
use of White House limousines
by members of the senior
staff.
Brzezinski is the first top
Carter aide to get,_ an exem-
ption. One reason he merits
special treatment is that he
reports to work unusually
early. As the first- person who
has a scheduled appointment
with' the President each
morning, Brzezinski must get
to the office in time to study all
the latest overseas develop-
ments and incoming In-
telligrnce tables before en-
tering the Oval Office.
Although the foreign affairs
scholar has a car and driver
available, in good weather he
often elects to walk to work.
"Btiezinski and his
spokesman, Jerrold.Scheeter,
used a White House sedt to
go to a luncheon meeting
Wednesday - and it's well
that they did, for a couple of
reasons.
Even with the car,
Brzezinski arrived at the
White House gate a few
minutes after the scheduled
start of a meeting with Garter.
Making matters worse, his-
sedan was blocked from en-
tering the grounds by the
Sisk Scholarship
Awarded To Freeze
Thomas Michael Freeze of
Murray has been selected to
receive the $750 Morgan E.
Sisk Memorial Scholarship to
attend Murray State
University for the 1977-74
school year.
The scholarship is awarded
to a graduate student studying
aquatic or wildlife biology.
Maned Vinson, director of
iliiinidatfalis. A Mut fey
State, announced Freeze's
selection for the scholarship in
memory of Dr. Sisk, faculty
member at Murray State who
died in 1976.
s White House
much larger limousine of the
Japanese ambassador, who
was to participate in the same
meeting but was having
trouble getting in.
Brzezinski leaped from his
vehicle and made a 100-yard
dash toward the White House
offices. His flight was so swift
that he was out of camera
range , before he was
recogniied by news
photographers, who were




to find out why the Japanese
ambassador was being held at
the gate. The White .House
police had not gotten word
that the envoy was-expected.
Schecter rescued the am-
bassador.
• Carter was running a few
MiniifeS &Mind- schedule so- -
Brzezinski and the diplomat
from Tokyo arrived in timely
fashion.
Carter has boasted he can
elude the press anytime he




a matinee performance of the
musical "Annie" at the
Kennedy Center a week ago,
but not a single member of the
Washington „press corps was




of the writings of two English
dramatists compiled and
edited by Dr. Kenneth Tucker;
associate professor of English
at, Murray State University,
was published in March.
Entitled "A Bibliography of
Writings by and about John -assistant professor of English
Fcird and Cyril Tourneur," the
compilation- published by G.
K. Hall and Co. of Boston lists
all editions of works by Ford
and Tourneur from the 17th
century to the 1970s and cites
the articles, books, and
dissertations dealing wholly
or in part with the dramatists'
lives, careers, and plays.
Listings, include studies
written In French, German,
and Italian, as well as those
written in- English. Tucker's
introduction traces the
reputation of the writers, both
contemporaries _IA William
Shakespeare, to modern times
and outlines varying in-
terpretations and judgments
upon their drama* art.-
' rueker, who roTa-d-the
faculty at Murray State in
1970, earned the B. A. and M.
A. degrees at the University of
Louisville and the Ph. D. at
the University of Kentucky,




courses in Shakespeare and
Elizabethan-Jacobean drama
at Murray State.' -
Mrs. Helen Roulston,
at Murray State, assisted in
proofreading the manuscript
prepared by Tucker, which
was typed by Peggy Hensley,














extends a special in-
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